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Introduction 
An image forms in the crystal pool: 

 

Baron Gerard von Gries gazes out over the plains from his border keep. He can see 

nothing moving, and yet he knows that the enemy is out there. The individualist 

Masters, the forces of the greedy and mendacious Merchant Princes, the Saurian 

navies, Parthian armies – all are out there, hidden from view in the brush and the 

forests beyond the great wall, and only awaiting their chance to rampage across his 

Kingdom.  

The seneschal beside him clears his throat. “The Kingdom Eternal has faced rabble 

like these for thousands of years, and stood the test,” he growls. “We are still strong, 

our fortresses unassailable. Our armies are unmatched and our lands fertile – we will 

still be here a thousand years from now. Nothing has changed.” 

The Baron turns and looks to the west. Maybe, he thinks. But the seneschal doesn’t yet 

know that the Baron has received word from over the sea – the Viking hordes, after so 

long warring amongst themselves, have chosen a Hoyre-Thane of their own to lead 

them even as his own King lies dying. He shivers, though not from the wind, and 

prays for a swift and clear succession. For they will be coming… 

 

A gesture from the man standing before the pool clears and refocuses it: 

 

Eight tall men lead a procession to the waterside carrying a great shield above their 

heads, upon which lies an armoured warrior. Veric, called the Bear, comes to his ship 

for the last time. His son the Thane, Eiric the Grave, walks behind them, followed by 

the other Thanes of the Viking clans, all come to honour the most respected of the 

sea-raiders. 

Flames flicker around the corpse on the longship, as with sail now raised, it eases 

from the fjord and out to the crimson sea. Howls break out among the mourners, and 

a chant is taken up. Tonight they will sit together and drink in the great hall of 

Dyrgarrd Keep, and remember Veric’s greatest deeds – battles won, feats of strength 

performed, quantities of mead consumed. But the afternoon is for a more serious 

purpose. 

The ship passes from sight, and the chanting falters to a halt. All eyes are on Eiric, as 

he calls for shieldbrothers to help him to avenge his father’s death. There is silence at 

first, as those present consider the task he has asked of them, but then one by one the 

Thanes clasp his shoulder. Veric will have a mighty memorial, and until it is complete 

the Vikings will honour Eiric the Grave, and follow him to war. 
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The man waves his red-cloaked arm once more, and the crystal pool clears. Fools, he 

smirks – none of them have any idea what real power means. Turning away from his 

scrying, the priest walks through the temple to his sanctum. Here acolytes of many 

races chant exhortations, raising their voices to new heights as Forien enters, sits on 

his throne, and sinks into meditation. For Human and Orc, Saurian and Parthian, all 

have laid aside their ancient enmity in service of the unknowable. 

The thoughts of the Mad God are never clear, but in the midst of the void his priests 

try to both perceive and shape their God’s desires, guided by and guiding his 

influence. Here and there Forien glimpses an image, a smell, a whisper, a feeling of 

what resides in the mind of the Mad God. Here a God's blood is spilled, and turns the 

very waters of the ocean red; there the sweet smell of treachery rises from mandrake-

muddied mead; and pervading all is the sound of a ship's hull being smashed. The 

impulses of the Mad God’s mortal servants pervade their god’s will. They cannot rule 

him, for the Mad God is unknowable, chaos itself. Yet even so, one those rare 

occasions when coherent goals seep through the clash and clamour of immortal 

dreams, then he may grant to his priests power beyond the dreams of mortal 

comprehension. 

The stars wheel. The stars wheel. 
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Races 

Humanity 
It being January of the year 1266, the dominant race across Yohan’s isle is that of 

Humanity. Despite any genetic similarities, human-kind is fundamentally split into 

three cultures – Bondsmen, Vikings and Freemen. While it is conceivable that an 

individual (or even a group) of one human culture could be absorbed into another, 

most of the ruling classes have a vested interest in keeping their populations just 

where they are. 

Bondsmen 201 
Favoured religion(s): Rognard the Warden  

Found almost exclusively in the Kingdom Eternal, despite their name the Bondsmen 

are not servants. Instead, the name refers to their approach to life. They believe that 

Humanity can only thrive through cooperation. Bondsmen do not thrive individually 

or in small groups, rather they need the structure of a society to serve and for support. 

Bondsmen have strong concepts of duty and honour, and their loyalty is legendary. 

One Bondsman is unlikely to ever pose a serious threat, but they are renowned for 

fielding an army of thousands when an army of hundreds might have sufficed. As a 

race devoted to the principle of comparative utility (from Rognard’s Eighth Principle 

– to know one’s place), they take specialisation to an art form. 

Vikings 221 
Favoured religion(s): Tyr and Thor 

The Vikings are a savage, fiercely individualistic people. Their harsh lifestyle has 

bred a tall, strong and resilient race. Their mostly oral tradition is tempered with a 

respect for those who can master the runes and speak to future generations through the 

medium of etchings, and no Viking may lead another without first learning to read 

and write, at least in rudimentary form. 

With a predominance of red or blond hair, and favouring melee combat over archery, 

the Vikings are agriculturists, bards and warriors. Their craftsmen hand-make simple, 

elegant tools from natural resources. The Viking race does not discourage women 

from entering the battle's fray, but the role of mother is highly revered, with mothers 

effectively ruling their families, so that successfully rearing warriors is likely to earn a 

woman greater Prestige than any individual might win in battle. 
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Freemen 241 
Favoured religion(s): Arbanne and Keyshan 

Freemen are physically similar to Bondsmen, but less, well, bonded to one another. 

They are more concerned with individual fulfilment than Bondsmen, though still 

conscious of the value of structure and society. In terms of numbers, Freemen are the 

most populous humans on Yohan, largely because they actually can thrive in smaller 

communities without either starving or becoming inbred, and without picking 

unnecessary fights with their neighbours. 

Some (albeit mostly Freemen) see this as the ultimate development of humanity – 

balancing the rights of the individual with the needs of society, and balancing the 

desire for peace with the capacity for war 

Slaves 261-280 
Every race can be enslaved, but only Humanity has been chained in very large 

numbers.  
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Non-Human Races 
In addition to Humanity, there are also many non-human races on Yohan. 

Elves 203 and Dwarves 223 
Favoured religion(s): Keyshan and Arbanne 

Elf and Dwarf are not the enemies and rivals some 

would hold them to be. Rather, they are in truth one 

people, the subterranean Small Folk of legend, 

dwelling under-ground and under-mountain, and their 

differing outward forms mere reflections of their 

inclinations and nature. For as candlelight dances in 

darkness, so the spirit of the Elf is mirrored in their 

lithe forms, whilst as mithril glints in the mine, so the 

body of the Dwarf is bright and hard as are their souls. 

The Small Folk have never been numerous, nor ever a 

power on Yohan. Any ambitions for growth were 

crushed when their ancient fortress-home, the 

Delving, was overrun by nameless horrors, and with 

great loss of life they were evicted from their homelands, around the time of the 

formation of the Kingdom Eternal, some millennia ago. And since then they have 

been further squeezed from the south by the inland spread of the newly established 

Saurian Nation in the south-west.  

Little land remains to them now. Without a true city to call their own, the remnants of 

the race have drifted apart, either finding a niche as traders and craftsmen among the 

Merchant cities, or else carving out rudimentary settlements in the mountains. 

Their ancestral hatred of Native Orcs is costing them dear, now that Orcs enjoy a 

resurgence as allies of the newly-arrived Saurians, so that the small folk can seldom 

muster more than a few dozen warriors in any particular area. And though not 

naturally given to bitterness, they have nonetheless reached the end of their tether.  

Rumours abound that they have recently been approached by one or more factions, 

who offer the opportunity to regain some of what was lost in exchange for ancient 

secrets and arcane support. For the small folk possess a natural affinity to the magical 

arts, and make for mages without match. But approaching them is surely not without 

risk, for they are made bitter by the sufferings that have been inflicted upon them. 
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Saurians 207 
Favoured religion(s): GARM and N’DM 

The Saurian culture is a newcomer to Yohan, being formed of refugees from the 

fabled city of Ur’Rah following a period of internecine warfare. Saurian culture is 

split into two halves. The followers of GARM believe in the Saurians’ divine right to 

rule (and to consume) lesser races, while the followers of N’DM believe in 

collaboration and negotiation, particularly with Humanity. 

This duality makes it difficult to deal with a Saurian, for you can never be sure 

whether the powerful scaled creature you are facing will want to greet you or eat you. 

As in all things, it is best to be cautious. 

The two sides of the Saurian faction are united by hatred of the Parthians, the snake-

people who inhabit the north of Yohan. When the refugees from Ur’Rah first arrived, 

several shiploads washed up in the Parthian swamps and were hunted down as aliens 

(a correct assumption, for once) by fearful locals, who thought the scaled Saurians a 

mockery of their own form. 

Trolls 208 
Favoured religion(s): Arbanne and Ssslith 

Large and brutish, Trolls have long acted as a form of “hired 

muscle” for the Parthians. Historically, this fulfilled both 

peoples’ needs: the Parthians never liked to get their hands dirty 

with direct involvement in fighting, while the Trolls might have 

starved or turned to cannibalism had not the Parthians provided 

them with a support structure that could sustain their population 

through lean times. 

But there are signs that, gradually, civilised living may be 

rubbing off on the Trolls. For their bardic traditions, while still 

not exactly erudite, have grown to contain a greater and greater 

yearning, if not for independence, then at least for recognition 

of greatness as a people in their own right. Meanwhile, some of 

the Parthian cities in the far north-east are now dominated by 

Trolls, even if still ruled in name by the Parthians. 
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Parthians 209 
Favoured religion(s): Ssslith 

The Parthian snake-people are an older and less troubled culture than the Saurians. 

Physically larger than the Saurians, the Parthians have traditionally disliked the seas 

and have preferred to keep to their swamps and forests in the north. As such, they 

have remained largely free from conflict. 

An intelligent and spiritual people, Parthians have been known to spend entire days 

lying in the sun in meditation. They have previously cared little for the arts of war, 

leaving the tasks of patrolling and the formation of a militia to their Troll allies, but 

are rapidly learning in response to the rage and raids of the Saurian nation. 

 

Orcs (being both Native 222 and New 202) 
Favoured religion(s): Keyshan (Natives) and N’DM (New) 

Stocky, green, scaly, and slimy when wet, Orcs are more nimble than you might 

expect given their shape, and equipped with short tusks which make natural weapons. 

Native Orcs have been present on Yohan for a long time, but only recently began to 

learn the arts of civilisation. For centuries, the Native Orcs of Yohan knew nothing of 

the Saurians, or of Orcs on other continents or worlds; they lived in mud huts or holes 

in the ground, and were treated as vermin by many. The Dwarves, and Elves in 

particular, hunted them fervently and referred to them as “corrupted” or “twisted”, an 

aberrant abhorrent animal race to be wiped from the face of the world.  

When the Saurian refugees from Ur’Rah began to arrive, however, some of their Orc 

allies came with them. These were physically similar to Yohan’s Native Orcs, but 

greater in size, cunning and organisation. These New Orcs – being slightly more 

organized than the Natives – have rallied their scattered race, established a city in 

which they might teach their brethren, and begun to build a power base from which to 

strike back at all those who had oppressed a simple people.  

Meanwhile, amoral to an extreme, Native Orcs generally seek nothing more than 

power. But revenge is also good. 
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Racial Stats 
 

Name ID G% Sz STR DEX CON BTY Mv CF DF AF MAR 

/SAR 

Mana/ 

HM 

Rec 

Bondsmen 201 5 M 10 10 10 10 28 10 2 0 1/1 0/-1 

New Orcs 202 5 M 10 9 14 4 24 12 3 5 1/2 1/3 

Elves 203 2.5 S 12 14 14 12 24 12 3 5 2/2 4/1 

Saurians 207 3.5 M 18 10 12 5 24 24 4 15 1/2 -1/-1 

Trolls 208 3 L 22 6 22 3 20 36 6 20 2/2 0/-2 

Parthians 209 3.5 VL 16 10 16 8 20 18 10 0 2/1 4/4 

Vikings 221 4 M 16 14 16 8 32 20 4 40 2/2 -3/-1 

Native 

Orcs 

222 6 S 10 9 14 4 20 10 3 15 1/2 0/0 

Dwarves 223 2.5 S 14 12 14 12 24 12 3 5 2/2 4/1 

Freemen 241 4 M 10 12 9 12 28 10 2 5 2/1 2/0 

 

Notes:  

Trolls have 1 INV 

Vikings have 1 DAM 

Saurians have 2 Special Attack 

Parthians are really too large for most armours – not having legs, the rare VL 

amours are all made specifically for them. 
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Racial Influence Modifiers 
This table also shows which races you can pick for your secondary characters once 

you have chosen the race of your main. 

MAINS  SECONDARIES   

Name ID Favoured (-25) Tolerated (-50) Default (-150) Hated (-999) 

Bondsmen 201   Freemen               All others 

New Orcs 202  Native Orcs,  All others Dwarves, 

Elves, 

Parthians 

Saurians 207 New Orcs  All others Parthians 

Trolls 208   All others Dwarves, 

Elves, 

Saurians 

Parthians 209 Trolls  All others Saurians 

Vikings 221   All others Bondsmen, 

Elves, Trolls 

Dwarves 223 Freemen Elves All others Saurians,  

Orcs (both) 

Freemen 241 Dwarves  All others  

Please note that except for setups for the factions of the Mad god and the Masters of Light and 

Darkness, Native Orcs and Elves may not be taken as main characters. 

Elves 203 Freemen Dwarves All others Parthians, Orcs 

(both) 

Native Orcs 222  New Orcs All others Dwarves, 

Elves 
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Factions 
Factions are assigned before the game begins, or at the discretion of the GM for late 

starters. Each faction has its own limits on membership, both in terms of numbers, 

where and how members are permitted to set up their position. 

 

Factions are limited, in numbers, to: 

1) The Kingdom Eternal 8  

2) The Merchant Princes 8  

3) The Viking Lords 8  

4) The Masters of Light/Darkness 16 

5) Children of the Mad God 8  

6) The Saurians 8  

7) The Parthians 8  

 

Note that many of the adventures listed in the Faction Adventures sections may be 

open to characters outside the faction. Unless an adventure specifically states “have 

XXXX title”, then it is open to all characters that meet the adventure requirements.  
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1. The Kingdom Eternal 
Principle the First The First Duty is to the Kingdom 

Principle the Second The Second Duty is to the King 

Principle the Third The Third Duty is to the Lords 

Principle the Fourth The Fourth Duty is to the People 

Principle the Fifth The Fifth Duty is to the Lands 

Principle the Sixth The Sixth Duty is to keep the Kingdom Bounds 

Principle the Seventh The Seventh Duty is to avoid Consort with the Enemy 

Principle the Eighth The Eighth Duty is to know your Place 

The Kingdom Eternal has stood for four thousand years, 

based on discipline and a solid defence. Unlike so many 

other regimes, it resisted the temptation of expansion and 

the dangers of becoming over-stretched. Rognard, the first 

King of the Kingdom, called for the engraving of his 

Principles into the cliffs over the capital of Balanis after he 

helped the gods to strip the name from the one now known 

only as the Mad God. And it is often said that the 

Principles, the guiding text of the Kingdom, are too strong 

to be written in anything less than stone. 

The current King, Tabilard, lies dying of a mysterious illness, and has no blood heir. 

The royal chirurgeons have promised him another six months of life, but are reluctant 

to guarantee anything beyond that point. And in the shadow of the King's frailty, a 

number of enemies, both organised and individual, are actively seeking to encroach 

upon the borders of the Kingdom. Reports of monster incursions have spread, and the 

people of the land live in fear for the first time in centuries. Rumours abound that the 

Mad God is rising again, the Parthian-Troll alliance in the north is arming for war, 

and the increasing activity of the Viking lords could not have come at a worse time. 

Perhaps these upstart races need to be taught a lesson…  
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Faction Notes  
The Kingdom Eternal is a “big position” faction – the lands within the Kingdom are 

rich in population, module cities, guilds and characters. It is expected to be the largest 

faction in terms of population and resources, but has demanding victory conditions. 

Because it is a (relatively) civilised land, expect to find higher Prestige NPCs than 

normal, and fewer lairs and ruins. 

The Kingdom Boundaries 
Kingdom boundaries are defined as the region inside the corners 70/19, 117/19, 70/65 

and 117/65. 

Whilst these boundaries roughly align with the Mountains that form the Great Wall, 

there may be some discrepancies, and the mountains themselves may not line up 

correctly with the official boundaries. But that is more a problem for the mountains 

than for the bureaucrats of the Kingdom. 

That the mountains have worn down or been moved by the passage of time, and that 

the Barriers which once defended the Great Wall are lost in some places, is just a 

matter of history. 

The Inquisition 
The Inquisition target all Arcanists inside the bounds of the Kingdom. Members of the 

Kingdom Eternal faction should avoid having more arcane ranks than priest ranks 

both on individual characters and across their positions if they wish to avoid the 

attention of the Inquisition. 

Restrictions 
Members of the Kingdom Eternal may not issue military orders or use encounter 

orders against module cities until a Regent (or new King) has been appointed. There 

is one exception they are permitted to reconquer their Factional Module cities if they 

are not owned by the Kingdom Eternal.  

Members of the Kingdom Eternal faction are not permitted to engage in discussion or 

diplomacy with any player outside the Kingdom Eternal faction. This applies to both 

in-game and out-of-game messages. One could only say, "I am in BTR and I am KE 

faction, so we can't talk". 

Factional Requirements 
Be a Bondsman follower of Rognard, with character ID 1-200.  

Gain the title “Sworn to Serve”. 
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Geopolitical Goals 
Faction members must own all ten of the original module cities: 

 Hawfrey Peak 

 Theyn Castle 

 Ghiyt Castle 

 Samos Gates 

 Herafrein 

 Tsagat 

 Magreth 

 Karvat 

 Balanis 

 Salast 

 

Faction members must also own the following module cities belonging to other 

factions: 

 Sastinich 

 Neofrome 

 Thermia 

 Bridgeton 

 Ssurisst 

 Ssaleth 

 Alliana 

 

Each of the Kingdom’s original module cities must contain a minimum of 10,000 

Bondsmen population. 

Each of the Kingdom’s module cities must contain a church of Rognard of strength 30 

or more. 

There must be no lairs or ruins within the bounds of the Kingdom (be aware that lair 

and ruin re-spawning may occur at various points during the game).  

There must be no locations with more than 500 population or 100 soldiers within the 

bounds of the Kingdom owned by any member of another faction. 

King Tabilard must have died and a character ID 1-200 must be alive with either the 

“Regent” title or the “King” title, having succeeded him. The mechanism for 

becoming King will be revealed during play. 
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Game Event – Death of the King: Kingdom’s Peace 

Upon the death of the King (send a note to the GM if caused by player action), a 

period of mourning is declared (there will be an in game message to all players when 

mourning for the King begins). A King’s Peace will be enforced within the bounds of 

the Kingdom until two productions have passed since the date of the King’s death. 

The moment any Kingdom Factional Module location is taken (conquered or 

influenced) by a non Kingdom Factional character the period of Mourning is 

pragmatically over (Principle the First) and a Regent is immediately appointed (no 

election). The (free) living character with the title “Sworn to Serve” who has the 

highest prestige is given the title “Regent”. 

Calendar Event – Election of the Regent 

All characters (ID 1-200) with the title “Sworn to Serve” and without the title 

“Loyalist” are considered to be nominated for the post of Regent. The five members 

of the Royal Council (characters with the title “Royal Councillor”) first meet to elect a 

Regent on the second production after the King passes beyond the veil. Each live & 

free Council member will cast their vote according to a contest posted in their guild, 

unless previously influenced by a player character (in which case they will vote for 

the main character to whom they are loyal, or for whoever that player nominates). If 

the majority of Council members vote for the same character, then that character will 

be declared Regent. If the majority of  Council members cannot agree, then the 

election will repeatedly occur every three productions until a Regent is elected. Upon 

election, the Regent will gain control of the capital of the kingdom, Balanis (F1001), 

unless it is already player controlled. 

 

Cities of the Kingdom 
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Faction Adventures 

Adventure 1101 – Protect the Kingdom rebuild The Wall 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”, with Arcane 10 and be in, and target a grassland 

province with “the Great wall is marked on the map as being here.” message.  

The target province terrain becomes Mountain, Barriers are created in all directions, 

gain +1 Priest, +1 Prestige and +1 Influence.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1102 – Protect the King 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”.  

Gain the title “Loyalist”, worth 5 Prestige and 5 Influence towards Bondsmen. This is 

a public declaration affirming your loyalty to the crown, and this character may not 

attempt to become Regent or King at any point.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 4 times. 

Adventure 1103 – Uphold your Lords 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”, with Prestige of at least 25. Lose 3 Prestige.  

Target character with the title ‘Royal Councillor’ gains 10 Prestige.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1104 – Protect your People 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”. Target your Population Segment with Human Slaves. 

The race of the popseg will change to Bondsmen.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1105 – Protect your Lands I 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”, with Ranger 20.  

Gain +10 Ranger and Boots of Speed.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1106 – Protect your Lands II 

Be a Bondsman with character ID 201-1000.  

Gain +5 Ranger.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times. 
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Adventure 1107 – Keep the Kingdom Bounds 

Be a Bondsman, with Priest of Rognard level 10, in a Barren Mountain province 

within the bounds of the Kingdom. Target the province.  

Barriers are created in all directions, gain +1 Priest, +2 Arcane.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1108 – Avoid Consort with the Enemy 

Have the title “Sworn to Serve”, with a non-Bondsman prisoner with character ID 

201-1000.  

Gain +5 Prestige, +5 Priest. Regardless of the execution’s location, Kingdom 

functionaries will ensure that the prisoner is dropped into the River Aarenis to float 

downstream out of the Kingdom’s borders, where they may be recovered and 

resurrected.  

This adventure may be completed 18 times. 

Adventure 1109 – Know your Place I 

Be a Bondsman with Character ID 201-1000 and PC of at least 10, without the title 

“Put in Place”.  

Lose 4 PC. Gain 5 Tactics and the title “Put in Place”.  

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 

Adventure 1110 – Know your Place II 

Be a Bondsman with Character ID 201-1000, without the title “Put in Place”.  

Lose 2 Strength. Gain 6 Dexterity and the title “Put in Place”.  

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 

Adventure 1111 – Know your Place III 

Be a Bondsman with Character ID 201-1000 and PC of at least 20, without the title 

“Put in Place”.  

Lose 5 PC and 4 from all militant skills. Gain 5 Arcane and Priest, and the title “Put in 

Place”.  

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 
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2. The Merchant Princes 
Prinz Heimlich sits behind his high table, looking down upon the bustle of activity 

below. Not so much “organised chaos” as “barely-controlled frenzy”, the 

negotiations are going briskly. On one side of the great hall his guild-masters issue 

orders to the marketers, who scurry between them and the visiting delegations on the 

other side. Freemen selling manufactured goods from the other merchant city-states 

mix with Saurian captains from the south, and a handful of renegade Viking traders 

bedecked in furs stride past the heaving slave pens. And as each transaction 

completes, Prinz Heimlich smiles to himself. Taxes, taxes, taxes... 

 

The Merchant City-States offer a concentration of wealth 

unequalled in the continent of Yohan. Home to many markets 

and merchant guilds, they are well-linked by roads and open to 

all (except The Masters), and it is said that “any and all” items 

are available for the right price in the Merchant cities.  

While their defences might be considered lacking in quality, 

they make up for it in the sheer size of their monolithic city 

walls, manned by hordes of slave soldiers. The Merchants have 

– temporarily at least – bought off any military enemies on the 

mainland, and though some of the Vikings across the sea view 

them with contempt, even they have occasional need for the 

more advanced manufactured goods which can be found in the 

markets of the Merchant Cities. So that hired mercenaries from the Saurians and 

Vikings are enough to secure the cities against most possible enemies. Nevertheless, 

with rumours of war in the air, the Merchant Princes talk amongst themselves of how 

they might achieve greater security. No Master (except that of Coin) is welcome in 

any Merchant City, as they represent a clear and present danger to the Merchant’s 

slave-based economy. It is rumoured that the Merchants spend vast fortunes in the 

Assassin guilds of Varas’Tong curing such problems. 

Faction Note 
The Merchant Princes faction should be an intriguing one. It is not overtly militaristic, 

and does not need to conquer any module cities in order to win. However, its cities are 

known for their riches, and the faction may well need an army to discourage foreign 

conquerors. This is a faction that will thrive on peace and suffer during war: 

diplomacy may be the key to survival, but do not forget that carrying a big stick may 

sometimes prevent conflicts rather than start them. 
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Restrictions 
No characters controlled by a position that is a member of the Merchant Princes may 

issue the T1 Train Soldier order. 

Factional Requirements 
Be a Freeman or a Dwarf with character ID 1-200 and have a total of at least 20 

Merchant skill levels across the whole position.  

All characters must be non-believers.  

Receive the title “Businessman”, worth 2 Influence towards Freemen, Dwarves and 

Elves. 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control the factional cities: 

 Bridgeton 

 Sirena 

 Lodosa 

 Terinath 

 Alliana 

 Thermia 

 

Faction members do not need to own any module cities belonging to other factions. 

Each factional city must contain guilds (not necessarily owned by members of the 

faction) with a combined effective Strength of 300 points (beware of competitive 

guilds – these can reduce the effective strength dramatically!). 

Each factional city must have enough wooden walls (or better) and fortifications to 

hold a minimum of 10,000 troops. 

The ancient bazaar city of Thermia must be repopulated with a minimum of 10,000 

Freemen.  

There must be a minimum of 10,000,000 (ten million) crowns in the force possessions 

of each of the five factional cities, and 20,000,000 (twenty million) crowns in the 

force possessions of Thermia. 
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Trade Routes of Yohan 

 

Faction Adventures 

Adventure 1201 – Caravan Guards 

Have the title “Businessman”, with 5,000 crowns.  

Lose the crowns, gain 80 Level 2 Freemen Guards in your target (empty) slot. 

This adventure may be completed 50 times. 

Adventure 1202 – Goods from a lost culture 

Have the title “Businessman”, 200 trade-goods from the Delving in your personal 

possessions, and be in F1013 Alliana.  

Lose the trade-goods, gain +3 Prestige, +4 Merchant, 400,000 crowns and a Mark of 

Wealth.  

Once only. 

Adventure 1203 – Blood, Sweat and Tears 

Have the title “Businessman”, 15 Tears of Blood in your personal possessions, and be 

in F1010 Lodosa.  

Lose the Tears of Blood, gain +5 Prestige, +4 Merchant and a Mark of Wealth.  

Once only. 

Adventure 1204 – Ancient Arts 

Have the title “Businessman”, and own a force with a target pop seg containing 1,000 

Dwarves.  

The pop seg gains the Dwarven Plate and Elven Chain production secrets.  
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Adventure 1205 – Black Marketeer 

Have the title “Businessman”, with Prestige 10, Merchant 20.  

Lose 4 Prestige. Gain title “Black Marketeer”.  

This adventure may be completed 3 times. 

Special Action 1206 – Everything is for sale… at the right price 

Have the title “Black Marketeer” (which will be lost), and 200,000 crowns in your 

personal possessions (which will be spent).  

Gain any one item of your choice with ID in the range of 603-1100. 

This special action may be completed 3 times. 

Adventure 1207 – Embassy to the Elven Court 

Have the title “Businessman”, be in the Elven Court, with 15 Influence, 20 Prestige 

and 1,000 Trade-goods from Lodosa (which will be lost).  

Gain unspecified skill increases, the title “Ambassador”, and gain control of the Elven 

Court.  

Once only. 

Adventure 1208 – Paying Overtime 

Have the title “Businessman”, with 50,000 crowns (which will be spent).  

Target guild gains 2 Strength.  

This adventure may be completed 20 times. 

Adventure 1209 – Buying Favours 

Have the title “Businessman”, with Prestige 40 and 500,000 crowns (which will be 

spent).  

Lose 10 Prestige. Gain the title “Agitator”.  

This adventure may be completed 3 times. 

Special Action 1210 – Funding Rebels 

Have the title “Agitator” (which will be lost) and be alive in the target location.  

The character attempts to foment a rebellion in that target location force: each 

character within the city (including in guilds) will lose 50 loyalty, the SEI of the target 

city will drop by 800, and the city owner will lose control of the city (an NPC without 

faction allegiance will replace them). 

This special action may be completed 3 times. 

Adventure 1211 – Slaver 

Have the “Businessman” title, with Prestige 20 and 10,000 Human Slaves in your 

personal possessions.  

Sell the Slaves (they are lost), lose 5 Prestige. Gain 500,000 crowns.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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Adventure 1212 – Dwarf Lord 

Be a Dwarf with the title “Businessman”, own a force containing 3,000 dwarves.  

Gain a Mark of Destiny, other benefits, and follow the path towards a restoration of 

the Delving.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 3 times. 

Adventure 1213 – Bounty 

Have the title “Viking Friend” in F1012 Sirena, have any Dragon as a prisoner.  

Gain 4,000 crowns, +1 Prestige, 30 Dragon Scales, lose the prisoner which is sent to 

Dyrgarrd Keep.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1214 – Transactional Experience 

Be a Freeman, Elf or Dwarf with 20,000 crowns (which will be spent).  

Gain +1 Merchant.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 1215 – Slave Militia 

Have the “Businessman” title, 10,000 crowns and 500 human slaves in your 

possessions, be in one of the Merchant’s Capital Cities (Lodosa, Bridgeton, Sirena, 

Alliana, Terinath or Thermia), target an empty slot of a force you own in your current 

province.  

Slaves and crowns are lost, gain 500 naked level 4 human slave militia soldiers.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times between consecutive annual Trade Offs 

in June. 

Adventure 1216 to 1221 – Venture Capital 

Have the “Businessman” title, be in one of the Merchant’s Capital Cities (Lodosa, 

Bridgeton, Sirena, Alliana, Terinath or Thermia, in adventure number order).  

Gain +1 Merchant, +1 Prestige, +1 Influence, 500 Tradegoods of that city and 10 

wagons.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 8 times. 

Adventure 1222 – Money or your Life 

Be in a Merchant Guild in one of the Merchant’s Capital Cities (Lodosa, Bridgeton, 

Sirena, Alliana, Terinath or Thermia), be any form of “dead”, have 10,000 crowns in 

possessions which are lost.  

Lose 1 Constitution. Gain life.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 
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Adventure 1223 – Viking Friend 

Have the “Businessman” title, declare yourself a Viking Friend.  

Gain title “Viking Friend” and a Gift from Merchants (i1329).  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1224 – Start with the Slaves 

Before the first production, have the “Businessman” title. 

Gain 1000 human slaves in the possessions of the sponsor.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 8 times. 

Adventure 1225 – Elvish wares are superior, I don’t like this axe 

Be a Dwarf with a Pwr 4 Dwarf Axe and Enchanted Tools.  

Gain 2 Dexterity, a Pwr 4 Elven Hammer, the title “Elvish Superiority”, Race change 

to Elf, Lose 2 Strength, a Pwr 4 Dwarf Axe, and the title “Dwarvish Superiority” if 

you had it.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times between consecutive Trade Offs. 

Adventure 1226 – Dwarvish wares are superior, I don’t like this hammer 

Be an Elf with a Pwr 4 Elven Hammer and Enchanted Tools.  

Gain 2 Strength, a Pwr 4 Dwarf Axe, and the title “Dwarvish Superiority”, Race 

change to Dwarf, Lose 2 Dexterity, a Pwr 4 Elven Hammer, and the title “Elvish 

Superiority” if you had it.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times between consecutive Trade Offs. 
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3. The Viking Lords 
Eiric the Grave sits astride his great wooden stool at the top of the long table in 

Dyrgarrd Hall. Two warriors struggle before him, cheered on by their kinsmen. While 

blades are blunted, the men are battered beyond what might be expected in a friendly 

contest: they both know what can be gained by those who distinguish themselves in 

the Trials. In truth, both have impressed the Hoyre-Thane, and it only remains to see 

how the loser meets his fate, for unless he shows himself to be craven, he too may 

gain great honour from the battle. And around the hall the other Thanes beat the hafts 

of their knives against the tables – they also approve. 

 

For countless centuries the western Viking Lords 

have struggled amongst themselves for supremacy 

– and just as well for the rest of Yohan, as such 

internal conflicts have kept them from waging war 

on the rest of the world. But even so, their raiding 

parties have spread terror across the length and 

breadth of the Great Western Sea, and have 

penetrated far upstream along rivers to 

communities that thought themselves safe. They 

have even begun to set up isolated settlements 

along the distant shores. 

The Vikings have their own measures of progress 

that don’t quite match the views held by the rest of 

the world. Unlike the Masters of Darkness and 

Light, they value courage – the willingness to charge ahead no matter the 

consequences – over calculated success.  Civilisation? Hah, what’s the point if it 

results in the weakening of the so-called Civilised?  

They follow two gods – Tyr, their god of War, and Thor, their god of Thunder. 

It is only recently that one great Viking Captain has achieved enough influence to 

bind the faction together in his quest to conquer the West. Eiric the Grave, recently 

elected as Hoyre-Thane, does this as a death-deed to honour his lately-fallen father, 

and has the support of the Priests of both Tyr and Thor, which has been sufficient to 

persuade any of the Vikings who had reservations.  

For the Vikings, the most celebrated part of the year is midwinter, when the Viking 

Lords gather at Dyrgarrd Keep for a month of games, story-telling and trials of 

strength, with which to while away the darkest days of the year. A festival which 

begins with the naming of new warriors who have come of age, and proven 

themselves worthy of leadership. 
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Faction Note 
The Viking Lords faction is a faction designed for war. Individually, the Lords have 

the potential to be the deadliest warriors on the face of the world, but their population 

base is limited and they have never attempted a raid quite like this one before. 

Factional Requirements 
Be a Viking follower of either Tyr or Thor, with character ID 1-200.  

Gain the title “Ravaging Viking”, worth +2 Influence towards Vikings. 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control the factional cities of: 

 Dyrgarrd Keep 

 Fiskehavn 

 Finmark 

 Slidregarrd 

 Braeott 

 

Also control any five of the cities which can be reached by ship: 

 Ssinith 

 Ssaleth 

 Sirena 

 Lodosa 

 Samos Gate 

 Bridgeton 

 Varas’Tong 

 Varas’Quar 

 Rek’Ur’Rah 

 Sil’Tran 
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Map of the Viking Realm 
 

 

Faction Adventures 

Adventure 1301 – Thane 

Have the title “Ravaging Viking”, worship Thor and be in Dyrgarrd Keep. Have a 

non-Viking prisoner with character ID 201-1000 (who will be thrown into a small 

boat to float downstream to the sea). Target an empty slot in one of your forces to 

gain 100 Thane-Guard troops, with training level 15. 

Gain the title “Thane” (worth 3 Prestige and 4 Influence towards Vikings), 6 Viking 

longships in character possessions, and the training secret for Thane-Guards. 

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1302 – Training Bout 

Be a Viking in Dyrgarrd Keep in January.  

Gain +1 PC.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1303 – Strong-Arm 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 in Dyrgarrd Keep in January.  

Gain +2 Strength.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 
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Adventure 1304 – Saga-Speaker 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 in Dyrgarrd Keep in January.  

Gain +2 Bard.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Special Action 1305 – Promoted from the Ranks 

Have the title “Ravaging Viking”, in Dyrgarrd Keep at the December production. 

Own a force in the same province containing a single Viking soldier (also owned by 

you). 

This soldier will be converted at production into a character (C#201-1000) in the 

Viking’s position with PC equal to his training level, Tactics equal to half his training 

level and those Skills required to train his training type (i.e. Knights get Knight, 

Mage-Knights get Knight and Warlock) each equal to his training level. 

Name the character, and contact the GM prior to production. 

This special action may be completed once per position. 

Adventure 1306 – Master Ship-Builder 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 in Fiskehavn with Admin/Eng 20 and 500 

timber.  

Gain 100 Viking longships, a Sunstone (i577), some skill increases and the title 2344 

“Master of Ships”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 5 times. 

Adventure 1307 – Dragonslayer 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 with any type of Dragon prisoner.  

Gain +1 PC and a Dragon’s Head.  

This adventure may be completed 144 times. 

Adventure 1308 – Beowulf’s Brother 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 with 12 Dragon Heads.  

Gain +5 Prestige, +6 to Knight, Ranger, Swordmaster and Berserker skills and the 

title “Beowulf’s Brother” which is required to properly use Beowulf’s legendary (and 

now scattered) war-gear.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 

Adventure 1309 – Borne upon his Shield 

Be a Viking with character ID 1-1000 in Dyrgarrd Keep. Be dead, very dead or long 

dead.  

Gain the title “Glorious Dead”, +2 Prestige and a Mark of Glory, and be cast upon the 

waters to float down to the sea: the character remains dead. It may be possible to find 

and return the fallen hero from the deeps.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 8 times. 
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Adventure 1310 – Borne Upon the Sea 

Be a “Ravaging Viking” in the first month, worship Tyr.  

Gain 40 Longships (i399) into character possessions and the title “Viking Raider”. 

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1311 – Saurian Friend 

Be an “Eastern Raider”, not “Parthian Friend” or “Merchant Friend”, declare yourself 

a Saurian Friend.  

Gain title “Saurian Friend” and a Gift to Saurian (i1326).  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1312 – Parthian Friend 

Be a “Southern Raider”, not “Saurian Friend” or “Merchant Friend”, declare yourself 

a Parthian Friend.  

Gain title “Parthian Friend” and a Gift to Parthian (i1327).  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1313 – Merchant Friend 

Be a “Southern Raider”, not “Parthian Friend” or “Saurian Friend”, declare yourself a 

Merchant Friend.  

Gain title “Merchant Friend” and a Gift to Merchant (i1328).  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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4. The Masters of Light and Darkness 
There must always remain choices to be made. What one does, how one does it, why 

one does it. Choices for Light, and choices for Darkness. Choices whose importance 

endures even if they seem to make no difference. Consider, a mother may sacrifice her 

own life to save that of her child, little realising that the necromancer cares not 

whether it is her death of that of the child which feeds his foul magic. But though the 

end is the same, the difference is real, and lies in the choices that led there, the 

choices between Good and Evil. 

But Good and Evil are meaningless without choice, and so, strange as it may seem, in 

a world dominated by the rule of the powerful, here both Good and Evil come 

together to defend individuals against oppression. For individuals must be free to 

choose, else they can never be judged Good or Evil, and so those who would judge 

have a responsibility to ensure that all are free to make their own choices, free to 

grow into good, or descend to evil. 

Even the oldest races of Yohan (the Parthians, 

Elves, Dwarves and native Orcs) cannot 

remember a time when The Masters, or Masters 

of Light and Darkness, did not walk amongst 

them. It is rumoured that the Masters were the 

foot soldiers of Arbanne and Keyshan in the God-

War that led to the fall of the Mad God, and that 

they have remained on Yohan to protect the spirit 

of the individual and the freedom of the 

individual to act as their spirit dictates. Some of 

the greatest heroes of the previous ages: the great 

Dragonriders such as Grrr’Sssn, Zug and The 

Seeker, and even the Chaos Lords of legend, 

Kefler, Sorastan and Melroth, were in fact 

Masters of Light and Darkness. For truly believed 

that you hold your destiny in your own hands!  

The Masters have sworn to oppose any who take away another’s ability to choose, 

and as such, the one thing all The Masters have in common is an abhorrence of 

slavery. 

The Masters of Light and Darkness are a somewhat dysfunctional faction, 

encompassing two groups that would ordinarily be (and indeed, for many millennia 

were) implacably opposed. Some stories still remain to us of the battles between 

Arbanne’s Circle of Light and Keyshan’s Knights of Shadow, which from century to 

century tore Yohan apart with their savagery, only to begin again as the Masters of 

each new generation came of age. However, the Circle and the Knights now 

grudgingly work together for freedom and to guarantee the rights of the individual. 

They fight and train to make sure that even the Gods themselves have the right to 

choose!  
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Faction Note  
The Masters of Light and Darkness have a single goal – to promote the concept of 

individual freedom. But how the two sides of faction seek to go about this differ 

considerably... 

Restrictions 
Members of this faction can never create slaves (forces controlled by players in this 

faction may never issue military orders 2,3,5 and 9), trade for slaves, abandon forces 

containing slaves, or accept gifts of slaves. If another player incorrectly/aggressively 

gifts slaves to this faction, bring it to the attention of the GM immediately. 

Factional Requirements 
Be any race, a follower of either Arbanne or Keyshan, with character ID 1-200.  

Gain the title “Individual Activist”. 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control the factional cities: 

  Arbannat, the Fortress of Light 

  Keyshant, the Fortress of Shadow 

 

Raze (no fortifications or guilds): 

  Thermia, which must remain razed 

  Neofrome, which must be razed 

  Sastinich, which must be razed 

  

Control any X of the following cities, where X = the number of characters with the 

title “Individual Activist” divided by 3 (and rounded up): 

  Bridgeton 

  Lodosa 

  Alliana 

  Dyrgarrd Keep 

  Sirena 

  Slidregarrd 

  Thanass 

  Terinath 

  Parthuss 

  Margrath 

  Brahir 

  Varas’Tong 
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Each of the module cities controlled for victory must have a population of at least 

10,000 (counting any race). There must be no population segments of slaves in any of 

them. Each position that holds one or more module cities controlled for victory must 

only have characters that worship Arbanne and/or Keyshan. 

At the time victory is declared, characters owned by positions with the title 

“Individual Activist” must HOLD, STILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR and be WORTHY of 

75% or more of the “Master” titles held by ALL (WORTHY) characters in the game . 

For example, it is no good claiming victory on the basis of a “Master Spy” title if that 

character’s Spy skill has been dropped since completing the adventure. 

 

Faction Adventures  
Note that many of these are intentionally not restricted to faction members, although 

Mastery of Light/Darkness (through the Illusion skill) has been claimed by 

Arbanne/Keyshan for their worshipers only.  

Further “Master” adventures may be found elsewhere in the Module and in books, 

guilds and Legends in game. 

All “Master” titles give the base benefits of +3 Prestige and, +3 Influence. 

Adventure 1401 – Master Wizard 

Have Wizard 40.  

Gain +10 Wizard, a Mark of Wizardry, the title “Master Wizard”, and the Cinderoak 

Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1402 – Master Necromancer 

Have Necromancer 40.  

Gain +10 Necromancer, a Mark of Evil, the title “Master of Death” and a Bone Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1403 – Master Enchanter 

Have Enchanter 40.  

Gain +10 Enchanter, a Mark of Glory, the title “Master Smith” and a Rune Staff.  

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1404 – Master Bard 

Have Bard 35.  

Gain +10 Bard, a Mark of Destiny, the title “Master of Tales” and a Song Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 
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Adventure 1405 – Master Spy 

Have Spy 30.  

Gain +10 Spy, a Mark of Cruelty, the title “Master of Secrets” and a Listening Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1406 – Master Knight 

Have Knight 60.  

Gain +20 Knight, +5 TAC, a Mark of Honor, the title “Master Warden” and an Honor 

Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1407 – Master Bowman 

Have Bowmaster 60.  

Gain +20 Bowmaster, a Mark of Fate, the title “Master Bowman” and a Piercing 

Bolts. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Adventure 1408 – Master Ranger 

Have Ranger 60.  

Gain +20 Ranger, +5 TAC, a Mark of Battle, the title “Master of Trails” and a Trail 

Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 99 times. 

Special Action 1409a – Freedom to Choose 

Have the title “Individual Activist”. Worship Arbanne, Target a population segment 

of slaves of the location you are in (you do not need to own these slaves).  

The slaves are freed and become a race related to that of the pop segment.  Gain +2 

Prestige, +1 to all skills per 2000 slaves freed in this action and title of “Liberator of 

Light” (t2454).  

Either this special action or special action 1409b may completed once per character. 

Special Action 1409b – Freedom to Depart 

Have the title “Individual Activist”. Worship Keyshan, Target a population segment 

of slaves of the location you are in (you do not need to own these slaves).  

The slaves are freed (killed). Gain +2 Prestige, +1 to all skills per 1000 slaves freed in 

this action and title “Dark Liberator” (t2455). 

Either this special action or special action 1409a may completed once per character. 
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Special Action 1410a – Fallen Rivals 

Have the title “Individual Activist”, worship Keyshan with a prisoner who holds any 

of the “Master…” titles but not the “Unworthy” title.  

Strip the Master titles from the prisoner, and reduce the relevant skills to 10 points 

below the highest threshold required to earn the title/s (e.g. a prisoner with the 

“Master Wizard” title and Wizard skill of 54 would lose the title and have his Wizard 

skill drop to 30). If the captor has the relevant skill then he or she will gain one half of 

these lost skill points (e.g. in the example above the captor would gain 12 points of 

Wizard skill). The prisoner is then released in a random module city of their faction. 

This special action may be completed as many times as desired. 

Special Action 1410b – Unworthy Rivals 

Have the title “Individual Activist” but not the “Unworthy” title, worship Arbanne, be 

in the same force as another character who holds any of the “Master…” titles and 

have a higher level in a skill for which you hold a Mastership, than they have in their 

Mastership.  

Give them the title “Unworthy”, the sponsor gains 5 points in the skill of the contested 

Mastership. 

This special action may be completed as many times as desired. 

Unworthy Title (2210)  

This title means the although the character may hold title of “Master...” in various 

skills, he is no longer WORTHY of being called a Master and does not count for the 

purposes of victory/preventing victory for the Masters of Light and Dark. They also 

cannot do Special Actions 1410a, 1410b, or 1411. 

Special Action 1410c Prove Your Worth 

Have the title “Unworthy”.  

Upon completion of this adventure the title of “Unworthy” is lost, 10 levels in every 

skill are lost, as are ALL Mastership titles upon completion of this special action. 

This special action may be completed as many times as desired. 

Special Action 1411 – Master of Masters 

Have the title “Individual Activist”, target a character ID 1-1000 from your position 

who holds three “Master…” titles simultaneously and does not have the “Unworthy” 

title. List the character concerned, the three titles held, the target character gains the 

title “Master of Masters”. 

This special action may only be completed 4 times. 

Adventure 1412 – Godlike 

Have the title “Master of Masters”.  

Gain 2 actions, Mark of Power, Demigod status, +10 Prestige, +5 Strength, +5 

Dexterity, +5 Constitution, +5 Beauty and the Divine Staff.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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5. Children of the Mad God 
When the world was yet young, one god – said now to have been the strongest of all 

the pantheon – tried to gain dominance over the world. The other gods set aside their 

differences to fight against the greater enemy, and the terrible battle raged for 

millennia. Several of the lesser gods fell, and are known no more, before eventually 

the opposing gods gained the upper hand, but even then they could not destroy their 

adversary. So instead they did that which for a god was worse still: they stripped from 

him his name. And with his name was consciousness also lost, leaving only a powerful 

but undirected force, unable to grasp a concept long enough to act upon it: the Mad 

God. 

What is less well known is the reason for the 

Mad God’s survival. For while the Mad God 

was able to slay lesser gods, he himself was 

himself kept from destruction by his 

congregation, who even then were fanatical in 

their support. The Mad God should have 

dissipated when his name and identity were 

stripped from him, but his Priests stepped 

forward to fill the gap, and together projected a 

semblance of identity and purpose upon their 

God.  

Children of the Mad God are dedicated to a 

single cause: power. They care little for 

terrestrial agendas, except insofar as they offer 

advancement or threat.  

All are senior priests of the Mad God, and they struggle to build coherence from 

chaos. Should they manage to do so then there may be little to oppose them: their god 

was, after all, able to battle the rest of the pantheon single-handedly. 

Faction Note  
Children of the Mad God have two advantages: firstly, the support of their god 

(through the earning and spending of Tears of Blood) may make them individually 

overwhelming; while secondly they are a secret society spread throughout the land 

and capable of influencing characters from nearly every walk of life. Set against this 

is the ongoing (and hard) quest to discover and restore lost knowledge, and the 

difficulty of balancing meditation against getting out and actually doing things to 

advance the faction’s goals. 
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Factional Requirements 
Be any race, a Priest of the Mad God with minimum level 15, with character ID 1-

200.  

Gain the title “Child of the Mad God”. 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control both of the starting factional cities of: 

 Sastinich 

 Neofrome 

 

Also control any 2 of the following: 

 The Delving 

 The Temple of Terrors 

 Arbannat, the Fortress of Light 

 Keyshant, the Fortress of Shadow 

 Thermia (in any state) 

 

The Incarnate of the Mad God (C#1300) must be summoned. The mechanism for this 

may be discovered through play. 

The list of miracles available to Priests must be repopulated – there must be 30 

miracles in the list. The mechanism for this may be discovered through play. 

There must be a Church of the Mad God, level 45, in each of Sastinich, Neofrome, 

The Delving and The Temple of Terrors. There must be Churches of the Mad God, 

level 30, in at least four other module cities. All of these Churches must be owned by 

members of the faction. 

Faction Adventures 
See the Religious Adventures section for more ways to earn and spend Tears of Blood. 

Adventure 1501 – Mad God’s Hunger 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” in Sastinich with a character in the range of 

201-1000 as prisoner. Sacrifice the Prisoner. 

Gain 15 Tear of Blood (i1305).  

This adventure may be completed 80 times. 
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Adventure 1502 – Mad God’s Thirst 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” in Neofrome with a character in the range of 

1300-5000 as prisoner. Sacrifice the Prisoner.  

Gain 7 Tear of Blood (i1305).  

This adventure may be completed 80 times. 

Adventure 1503 – Voice of the God 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” with 24 Tear of Blood (i1305) (which are lost). 

Gain the title “Voice of the God”, worth +6 Prestige and +5 Influence towards 

Freemen, Native Orcs and Bondsmen.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1504 – Fist of the God 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” with 24 Tear of Blood (i1305) (which are lost). 

Gain +4 Tactics and the title “Fist of the God”, worth +6 Prestige and +3 Influence 

towards Vikings.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1505 – Sage of the God 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” with 24 Tear of Blood (i1305) (which are lost). 

Gain Mark of Divinity, and the title “Sage of the God”, worth +6 Prestige and +3 

Influence towards Parthians.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1506 – Dagger of the God 

Have the title “Child of the Mad God” with 24 Tear of Blood (i1305) (which are lost). 

Gain +4 Assassin, +4 Thief, +4 Stealth, +1 Action and the title “Dagger of the God”, 

worth +1 Prestige and +3 Influence towards Native Orcs.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 
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6. Saurians 
We were doubly betrayed, by our blood and by our kin.  

When we fled from Ur’Rah we wandered far across distant worlds, seeking a place 

for accursed ones such as us. Many fell before we found an island, empty of life, 

where we began to rebuild what was once ours. We are tired of war, and yet still 

there is no peace. 

The Iron Golem has abandoned us. Much has been lost. Much must be rebuilt. 

Ur’Ik the Red, former Speaker of N’DM 

 

The Saurian Nation, formed of refugees from Ur’Rah together with their Orc allies, 

aspires to recreate the glories of their ancient home. It has carved a niche along the 

south-west coast of the Great Western Sea, and has been building a power-base there. 

Despite this, however, and despite the long history and power of the Saurian 

bloodlines, the Nation is still a developing one, and has significantly less 

infrastructure than the other powers in the land. The four Saurian cities are still 

building their defences, and each of them looks for a suitable champion (or Kor’Tak) 

to guarantee the safety of its citizens. 

The Saurians are no longer united in worship of GARM. Some say that GARM has 

abandoned them, others that the Saurians abandoned GARM when they fled from 

Ur’Rah. What is certain is that two Saurian philosophies now vie for adherents: the 

ancient worship of GARM and the emerging reverence of N’DM. The former is a 

religion of war, racial supremacy and the undead; the latter a creed of tolerance and 

racial inclusion. 

On top of its many other woes, the Saurian Nation is now at war with the Parthians, 

following a misunderstanding which led to the massacre of Saurian refugees by 

Parthian forces. Nothing less than total victory can be acceptable (to the followers of 

GARM at least). 

Faction Note  
The Saurians have a depth of history unmatched by any other race on this world – 

they were travelling the stars before most of these upstart peoples crawled forth from 

the sea. Nonetheless, the Saurians on this world have suffered through many 

reversals, and need to take a stand. Their population will be limited, and they will 

need to make best use of their resources (and of the Native Orcs) in order to win the 

day… 
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Factional Requirements 
Be a Saurian or New Orc follower of either GARM or N’DM, with character ID 1-

200.  

Gain the title “Tor'zuk  Leader”. 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control the factional cities of: 

 Rek’Ur’Rah 

 Sil’Tran 

 Varas’Quar 

 Varas’Tong 

 

Also control: 

 Bridgeton 

 Parthuss 

 Ssaleth 

 Ssinith 

 Ssurisst 

 Thanass 

 

Additionally all locations (including Ruins and Lairs) on the island of Rek’Ur’Rah 

must be owned by the faction members, and the City of Rek’Ur’Rah must have a 

population base of at least 30,000 Saurians, with no population segments of other 

races allowed in the city.  

Rek’Ur’Rah must have legendary walls, with a minimum capacity of 1,000 soldiers. 

A Knights, Rangers, Magic, Alchemist, Thieves, Assassins and Bards guild, an Inn, a 

Residence and a Fair in Rek’Ur’Rah must be owned by members. All must be 

Strength 20. 

At the point of declaring Victory all main characters of the Saurian faction must be of 

one religion (either GARM, or N’DM), and the corresponding Church in Ur’Rah must 

be Strength 40. There can be no churches of the other religion in any of the four 

Saurian module cities. 
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Saurian appraisal of Yohan (sector by sector) 
 

 

Faction Adventures 

Adventure 1601 – Cure Insanity 

Be a Saurian and insane with character ID 1-200.  

Cure insanity. 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1602 – Saurian Lordship 

Be a Saurian with the “Tor’zuk Leader” title, not “Saurian Lord”, religion of GARM, 

with a non-Saurian character in the range of 201-1000 as a prisoner.  

Devour the prisoner and become a Leader of the Saurian Faction, worth +4 Prestige 

and +5 Influence towards Saurians. Gain the title “Saurian Lord”.  

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 
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Special Action 1602a – Saurian Lordship  

Be a Saurian with the “Tor’zuk Leader” title, not “Saurian Lord”, religion of N’DM, 

cede control in good faith of one of your alive (no pox/black death/poison etc.), non-

prisoner, secondary characters to target main character in another faction (character 

will be moved by the GM).  

Become a Leader of the Saurian Faction, worth +4 Prestige and +5 Influence towards 

Saurians. Gain the title “Saurian Lord”. Influence modifiers between the races of the 

two characters involved are shifted by one column in the Racial Influence Modifier 

table in the favourable direction. (For example, a Saurian secondary is given to a 

Dwarven main. Dwarves become a Tolerated race of Saurians and Saurians become 

an “Other” race for Dwarves).  

This special action may be completed 8 times. 

Adventure 1603 – Rebuild! 

Have the “Tor’zuk Leader” title, religion of N’DM.  

Target a location you own, which gains +200 SEI, and +10 walls.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1604 – Return to the Sea 

Be a Saurian with the title “Tor’zuk Leader”, worship GARM, be in a sea province. 

Gain +1 Dragon ship. Gain a Saurian Trident and the title “Sea-goer”, which is 

required to use the ship properly and fulfil your destiny.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1605 – Glory through Regrowth 

Be a Saurian with the title “Tor’zuk Leader”, with eight Ubereggs (i1307) which are 

used.  

Gain a Mark of Glory. Target a Saurian population segment that you own, it gains 800 

unskilled.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1606 – Draw closer to N’DM 

Be a New Orc with the title “Tor’zuk Leader”, have a Mithril T’orc.  

Gain the title “Closer to N’DM”, a Mark of Divinity, +10 Admin/Engineer, convert to 

N’DM. The T’orc is lost.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1607 – Fresh Blood Mingled 

Be a New Orc with the title “Tor’zuk Leader”, own a force containing 10,000 Native 

Orcs.  

Gain a Mark of Destiny.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 
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Adventure 1608 – Kor’Tak of Ur’Rah 

Be a Saurian with the title “Saurian Lord” in Rek’Ur’Rah, with Prestige 40, Tactics of 

20 and PC of 40.  

Gain +2 to most stats, a Mark of Battle and the title “Kor’Tak of Ur’Rah”, worth +5 

Prestige and +5 Influence towards Saurians.  

This adventure may be completed once, but may be reopened by Special Action 1612. 

Adventure 1609 – Kor’Tak of Sil’Tran 

Have the title “Saurian Lord” in Sil’Tran, with Priest 30 and Influence 20.  

Gain +15 Admin/Engineer, +5 Influence, a Mark of Destiny and the title “Kor’Tak of 

Sil’Tran” worth +3 Prestige and +3 Influence towards Saurians and Orcs.  

This adventure may be completed once, but may be reopened by Special Action 1612. 

Adventure 1610 – Kor’Tak Varas’Quar 

Have the title “Tor’zuk Leader” in Varas’Quar, with Wizard 25.  

Gain +3 Wizard, a Mark of Wizardry and the title “Kor’Tak Varas’Quar” worth +3 

Prestige and +3 Influence towards Saurians and Orcs.  

This adventure may be completed once, but may be reopened by Special Action 1612. 

Adventure 1611 – Kor’Tak Varas’Tong 

Be a New Orc with the title “Tor’zuk Leader” in Varas’Tong, with Assassin 25 and 

PC of 20.  

Gain +5 Assassin, a Mark of Cruelty and the title “Kor’Tak Varas’Tong” worth +3 

Prestige and +4 Influence towards Orcs.  

This adventure may be completed once, but may be reopened by Special Action 1612. 

Special Action 1612 – A Kor’Taks’ Duty 

If any Saurian factional city is conquered while a character holds the title of Kor’Tak 

for that city, then the character concerned may be accused of dereliction of duty. The 

accusing player should make a public in-game pronouncement before two productions 

have passed from the conquest, and notify the GM directly.  

The derelict Kor’Tak will be stripped of his or her title, and lose 10 Prestige, 5 to all 

skills and attributes, and a random Mark. The relevant adventure will be reopened.  

This special action may be completed 4 times. 

Adventure 1613 – Viking Friend 

Have the “Tor’zuk Leader” title, declare yourself a Viking Friend.  

Gain title “Viking Friend” and a Gift from Saurians (i1330).  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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7. Parthians 
Silent were we, basking in the sun of peaceful neighbours. We learned, we grew. We 

watched the world around us and began to understand. We studied grace, we studied 

wisdom, we studied patience and understood LIFE. Not for us the rush of commerce, 

the thrill of exploration, or the chaos of war.  

Was it too much to ask, to be left alone? 

It was. 

The Parthians are the Masters of Life. To them 

all races are variations on a theme. Life is a 

symphony, and they the composers. And they 

were content to sing their peaceful songs in the 

centre of their beautiful swamp. Until, that is, 

the Saurians came with fire and death. Now a 

sleeping giant has been awoken in the Parthian 

Republic. Now the Parthian life-song rages 

with dis-harmony, and the life they are 

producing has war in its heart. Now the great 

northern swamp is seething and spawning 

monsters by their hand, monsters which could 

threaten all to the South. 

The fate of the Trolls has long been 

intertwined with that of the Parthians (some 

call them the Parthians’ slaves, although no 

coercion has ever been involved), which in the 

past has left the gentle overlords free to study, 

to meditate and to build. The recent need for 

military action has led to a consequent rise in 

the fortunes of Trolls, and a few of the 

canniest (canny for a Troll, anyway) are 

gradually growing powerful. For the Parthians 

have commanded them to subdue the Saurians, 

and have started to provide them with the life 

force necessary to accomplish this aim. 

Faction Note  
The Parthians are a peaceful race which has been provoked to war. With the possible 

exception of the declining Dwarves and Elves, the Parthians understand more about 

the nature of existence than any others, and when they choose to act, their actions may 

be remarkable. Parthians are physically slow, however, and rely heavily on their Troll 

allies to lead their armies. Whilst it is the Saurians that have stirred them to action, the 

Parthian gaze seems to have also settled on the followers of the Mad God. It is almost 

as if they have something that the Parthians want or need?  
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Factional Requirements 
Be a Parthian or Troll follower of Ssslith, with character ID 1-200.  

Gain the title “Swamp Lord”. 

 

Geopolitical Goals 
Control the factional cities of: 

 Parthuss 

 Ssinith 

 Ssaleth 

 Ssurisst 

 Thanass 

 

Also control: 

 Rek’Ur’Rah (which must be razed – no guilds or fortifications) 

 The Temple of Terrors 

 Ghiyt Castle 

 Sastinich 

 Neofrome 

 

And also control one of:  

 Sil’Tran 

 Varas’Tong 

 Varas’Quar 

 

Both Parthuss and the Temple of Terrors must have an Arcane guild, owned by 

members, of at least level 40. 
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Parthian View of the Netherworlds 
 

 

Faction Adventures 

Adventure 1701 – Weaponised Hatchings 

Have the title “Swamp Lord”.  

Gain 10 Level 2 Cockatrice Rangers in your (empty) target slot.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1702 – Arcane Research 

Have the title “Swamp Lord", in the Republic Rooms (Guild G#1396) in Ssinith.  

Lose an item in the range of 451-599. Gain +1 to Arcane skill.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 1703 – Juvenile Dare 

Be a Troll with character ID 1-1000, in Ghiyt Castle.  

Gain +3 Prestige, +2 PC, +2 TAC, and +2 Bard. Gain title “Midnight dancer”. 

This adventure may be completed once per character.  
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Adventure 1704 – Yearning for Something More 

Be a Troll with character ID 1-1000, Bard 20, and in Thanass.  

Gain +4 Bard, +1 TAC, +2 Prestige, the title “Ambitious Singer”, and more 

information.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 3 times. 

Adventure 1705 – Achieving Something More 

Be a Troll with character ID 1-1000, in a Barren Mountain province, have the titles 

“Midnight dancer” and “Ambitious Singer”.  

Sing from the mountain top and gain +3 Prestige, +4 Bard.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 3 times. 

Adventure 1706 – Being Something More 

Have Bard 30 and the title “Swamp Lord”.  

Gain +10 Bard, a Mark of Destiny, the title “Master of Tales” and the Song Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 

Adventure 1707 – Uglbad’s Magic 

Be a Troll or Parthian with character ID 1-1000, in Thanass with a Bondsman 

prisoner.  

Gain +1 Prestige, +1 to Priest and the prisoner changes race to Troll.  

This adventure may be completed 50 times. 

Adventure 1708 – Sstudy of Thought 

Be a Parthian with character ID 1-200, have the title “Swamp Lord" and Sorcerer 25.  

Gain +5 Sorcerer, the title “Master of Thought”, a Staff of Nightmare and a Mark of 

Wizardry.  

This adventure may be completed three times. 

Special Action 1709 – Applied Undersstanding I 

Have the title “Master of Thought”.  

Alter the Parthian Diplomacy Modifier for any one of Freemen, Bondsmen, Elves, or 

Dwarves from Other (-150) to Tolerated (-50).  

This special action may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1710 – Sstudy of Treess 

Be a Parthian with character ID 1-200, have the title “Swamp Lord" and Druid 25.  

Gain +5 Druid, the title “Master of Trees”, a Staff of Land and a Mark of Glory.  

This adventure may be completed three times. 
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Special Action 1711 – Applied Undersstanding II 

Have the title “Master of Trees”.  

Target any province. Increase its Lumber extraction by 200, its Iron extraction by 80, 

its Silver extraction by 50, its Gold extraction by 30, its Mithril extraction by 20 and 

its Precious Gems extraction by 20. Increase its stock of each type of flora by 1 (even 

if the province rating for a type of flora is currently zero).  

This special action may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1712 – Sstudy of Life 

Be Parthian with character ID 1-1000, title “Master of Trees” and Priest of Ssslith 25.  

Gain +35 Priest, the title “Master of Life”, a Staff of Life and a Mark of Divinity.  

This adventure may be completed three times. 

Adventure 1713 – Sstudy of Life 

Be Parthian with character ID 1-1000, title “Master of Thought”, Priest of Ssslith 25.  

Gain +35 Priest, the title “Master of Life”, a Staff of Life and a Mark of Divinity.  

This adventure may be completed three times. 

Special Action 1713a – Applied Undersstanding III 

Have the title “Master of Life”.  

Increase the Base Mana Recovery of the Ssslith religion by 2. Nominate any three 

characters who worship Ssslith and are dead, long dead, very dead, buried, or stoned – 

these will be resurrected, released from imprisonment, de-stoned, cured of poison and 

disease and teleported to Ssinith.  

This special action may be completed once only. 

Adventure 1714 – Blood-price 

Have the title “Swamp Lord", in the Elven Court, with 50 Meldorian, 50 Cinderoak, 

50 Asarum, 50 Silverleaf, and 200 Mithril.  

Gain unspecified skill increases, the title of “Ambassador”, and further information 

that may lead to an alliance with the Elves.  

This adventure may be completed three times. 

Adventure 1715 – Metamorphic 

Be a Troll with the title “Swamp Lord”, have an UberEgg.  

Gain the title “Metamorphic”, a Mark of Power, +10 TAC. The UberEgg is lost. 

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 1716 – Viking Friend 

Have the “Swamp Lord” title, declare yourself a Viking Friend.  

Gain title “Viking Friend” and a Gift from Parthians (i1331).  

This Adventure may be completed once per character. 
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Victory 
Every contest must have a winner, and each of the factions will strive for victory 

through politics, adventure or military conquest.  Victory may be won on a “snapshot” 

basis – any faction that fulfils all of their victory conditions at one time may claim 

immediate victory. So when you see your rivals getting close, don’t wait! 

But over and above this everyday struggle there are possibilities, revealed within the 

game, for players to earn a Legendary Victory – the story of which will be told and 

retold throughout the ages. If, on claiming victory, a faction also meets the 

appropriate Legendary Victory conditions, they will win a Legendary Victory in 

addition to the Factional Victory. 

Members of every faction have the chance to win a Legendary Victory, and yet few 

are expected to earn one. Indeed, only those worthy of true leadership should even 

attempt such a feat, for they may even be set against the gods themselves, as they seek 

to secure renown above and beyond that normally granted to even the greatest of 

mortals. 
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Religions 
At the start of each religion’s description, four designators are listed: Alignment, 

Favoured Race, Favoured Season and Favoured Arcane. Each religion has a rough 

Alignment, which also determines the alignment of the worshipper. The Favoured 

Race of the religion receives improved mana recovery, whilst during the Favoured 

Season the whole religion benefits from improved mana recovery. The Favoured 

Arcane has no single effect, but Priest-Mages may benefit from having that skill for 

completing adventures, meeting artifact restrictions, etc. 

After this can be found information about Blood Enemies and Riting. Worshippers 

(not just priests) of each religion may be restricted in their behaviour with regard to 

Blood Enemies and Rites: they may or may not be permitted to declare Blood 

Enemies, they may or may not be permitted to Rite other beings, and they may or may 

not be protected from being Rited themselves. 

High Priest Nominations 
In July 1226 (game date) and every six months following, Priests with a Base Level of 

11 or higher can be nominated for leadership posts in certain religions.  

Nomination is performed using an email to the GM including your nominee’s name 

and ID number before the July Production. 

Nominations are then listed by the GM at production. 

High Priest Elections 
One production after nominations are made public, 

clashes occur, and titles are awarded depending on the 

details given in the religion descriptions below. 
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1. Rognard the Warden 
Alignment:   Good 

Favoured Race:  Bondsmen 

Favoured Season: Spring 

Favoured Arcane:  Seer 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, cannot rite, but can be rited 

 

...The Abbot smiles as he knocks lightly at the door. Surely there is nothing so fine as 

standing outside this doorway, a basket of bread under his arm, waiting to surprise 

the Widow Lefkin. He hears footsteps approaching the door, and quickly glances 

down to ensure that his tunic is spotless, his surcoat with the arms of the God 

perfectly arranged. The door opens, and the Abbot beams at the Widow. “Oh, my 

Lord Abbot, you do us great honour, great honour,” the Widow tells him. “Please, 

come in and be seated”... 

...As the Abbot looks out across the congregation he purses his lips. All looks well – 

incense fills the air, the pews are crowded with both peasant and lord – and yet Sir 

Eldric has not come. This is the third week that he has not been present, and there are 

rumours that he has been speaking of the importance of personal choice. The Abbot 

looks across at Inquisitor Glenn, and shakes his head. With a nod, the Inquisitor 

stands, and his men file out of the church behind him. As the bell chimes for silence, 

the Abbot thinks of what his sermon must now be. “Brethren, I bring sad tidings of 

Heresy”... 

...Beyond the churchyard walls, Sir Eldric sits at his own High Table. Will the 

inquisition come this time? Has he pushed too far? Should he have just gone to the 

Church, and damn his doubts? How he wishes that he had never seen the torture and 

execution of his cousin. Should he have kept his company of soldiers with him, or was 

he wise to send them away? Why must he have so many doubts…? 

...Even as the Church bells start ringing, the pounding on his door begins... 

 

Rognard is a defender of his people, but he also requires that those people live in the 

way laid down for them. Woe betide the Infidel who threatens the physical safety of 

Rognard’s flock, and woe betide the Heretic who threatens its spiritual purity. 

There is no single leader of the flock, but two offices that must be filled. 

The “High Cleric” is the Bondsman Priest of Rognard (with Priest 11 or higher) who 

has the highest combined level of Priest and base Prestige. The title is worth 5 

Prestige and 2 Influence towards Bondsmen. 

The “High Inquisitor” is the Bondsman member of the Inquisition who is a priest-

mage of Rognard (Priest 11 or higher) with the highest combined level of Priest and 

Spy. The title is worth 2 Prestige and 5 Influence towards Bondsmen. 
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Miracles 

Level 1  

30 Veil of Courage 

60 Detect Invisibility 

91 Gather Food 

139 Detect Religion 

142 Perceive Mana 

258 Bless Soldier 

286 Knowledge of Religion 

Level 2  

32 Whisper of Bravery 

37 Faith of Friendship 

61 Dispel Illusion Character 

151 Scry Force 

228 Increase Fertility Value 

245 Barrier of Nature I 

257 Create Holy Symbol 

451 Duel Vision 

Level 3  

44 Cure Insanity 

47 Mind Blank 

132 Dispel Summoned Monster 

283 Bestow Divine Status Blessing 

284 Excommunicate Character 

288 Cure Black Death 

290 Cure Pox 

415 Loyalty Pledge 

Level 4  

29 Veil of Nightmares 

105 Summon Unseen Servants 

150 Eye of Searching 

296 Resurrect Character 

Level 5  

248 Essence of Ways 

 

Level 6 

159 Eye of the Seer 

Level 7  

469 War College 

 

Holy Symbol (Cube of Rognard) 
3 MAR, 1 SAR, 2 Holy Recovery, 2 DF if Bondsmen.  

Spell at Strength 4:  Eye of Searching 150; Heal Character 295; Greater Blessing 297. 

Blessed Soldiers 
2 CF, 2 DF, 25 Morale, 1 SAR, 2 MAR, 15% bonus Defending Walls. 

Blessed Characters 
2 Holy Recovery, 2 Strength, 2 Dexterity, 2 PC, 2 Tactics. 
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Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2101 – Repentance 

Be a Bondsman, in a Church of Rognard.  

Lose 2 Prestige and Influence, convert to Rognard. 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 2102 – Watching the Flock 

Have the title “High Cleric”.  

Gain the Scrying Amulet (i1310), which gives free mana to Scry Force.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 2103 – Diligence 

Have the title “High Inquisitor”.  

Gain items giving +4 Assassin, +4 Stealth, +4 Ranger, to worshipers of Rognard.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 

Adventure 2104 – Feed the People 

Have the title “High Cleric”, with 30,000 Food.  

Give the food to the poor, gain a Mark of Honour.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 

Adventure 2105 – Defender of the Faith 

Have the title “High Inquisitor”, with a Heretic (non-Rognard) Bondsman prisoner 

C#201-1000. Target of the adventure must be the prisoner.  

Ask the bondsman “hard questions” (which may or may not include torture, as your 

imagination sees fit): gain a Mark of Cruelty and +3 Priest. The prisoner repents, and 

returns to the Rognard faith – although he or she will also suffer some penalties as a 

reminder of this ordeal.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 
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2. Tyr, God of War 
Alignment:   Neutral 

Favoured Race:  Vikings 

Favoured Season: Summer 

Favoured Arcane: Warlock 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, cannot rite, but can be rited 

 

As the company starts to charge towards the fortified town, they begin to chant. Four 

hundred Viking warriors crying out with single voice: “Tyr! For Tyr! Tyr! For Tyr!” 

The defending soldiers look on in some concern, but the Master-at-Arms is confident. 

“We can hold them,” he states for the benefit of the troops near him. “They just don’t 

have the numbers – we are as many as they, and there’s no way that they can take this 

wall without outnumbering us”. 

But even so, the Vikings are fierce, are strong, and are running more and more 

quickly. In fact, they are moving inhumanly quickly as Tyr lends them strength for the 

fight. 

“Archers! Loose!” A volley flashes out and many Vikings fall, but this is not 

important to those attackers who remain unharmed. A second volley flies, and a third. 

Half of the attackers are down, yet the rest are lost to berserk rage as they reach the 

three-meter-high wall...and leap straight over it.  

“By Rognard – that’s just not possible” gasps the Master-at-Arms as he sees his 

death in the eyes of the attackers. For all his experience, he has never before fought 

against the Chosen of Tyr. 

 

By force of will and by great sacrifice, Tyr tamed the 

Fenris Wolf, and now he lets its power flow through 

his followers. The Priests of Tyr live for War and the 

conquering of others, and each priest does his part to 

make all those who fight with him in Tyr’s name 

stronger. They have no fear of death, for should they 

fall in the battle then they know that they will find 

their way to Valhalla and a place at the warrior’s table.  

The “High Priest” is chosen based on their success in 

conquering others, which is judged by the total 

soldiers and population (free and slave) over which 

they hold dominion.  
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Miracles 

Level 1 

30 Veil of Courage 

168 Charm of Dexterity 

258 Bless Soldier:Ravening Werewolf 

461 War Shout 

Level 2 

23 Stone to Flesh 

76 Repel Undead II 

162 Charm of Battle 

180 Attack Focus 

217 Charm of Movement 

462 War Cry 

Level 3 

172 Charm of Tactics 

173 Task of Tactics 

251 Wereban 

260 Summon Minor Divinity: Fenris 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

297 Greater Blessing 

463 War Scream 

Level 4 

29 Veil of Nightmares 

296 Resurrect 

299 Lay the Dead to Rest 

464 Warlock Charge 

491 Werewolf: Self 

493 Cry of the Wolf 

Level 5 

465 Warlock Battle 

492 Werewolf: Other 

Holy Symbol (Helm of Tyr) 
1 MAR, 1 SAR, 10% Bless, 1 Holy Recovery, 3 DF if Viking.  

Spells at Strength 10: Convert Character 294; Bless Soldier (Ravening Werewolves) 

258; Summon Man Warrior 441. 

Blessed Soldiers (Ravening Werewolves) 
6 CF, 2 DF, +100% Charge, +25% AF, 10 Morale, 1 SAR, 1 MAR, 50% bonus 

Attacking Walls, 50% penalty Defending Walls, +25AF in Winternight, 3 Move. 

Blessed Characters 
2 Holy Recovery, 4 Strength, 2 Dexterity, 2 PC, 4 Tactics. 
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Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2201 – Oath of Bravery 

Be any character with PC of 30 or more and don’t have priest skill.  

Convert to Tyr.  

This adventure is not limited (many weapons seem stronger and sharper in the hands 

of those who worship Tyr). 

Adventure 2202 – Matter over Might 

Be a Priest of Tyr, level 15, with PC 8 or more.  

Lose 4 PC. Gain 4 Tactics.  

This adventure may be completed 20 times. 

Adventure 2203 – Righteous Anger 

Be a Priest of Tyr, level 30, have the title “High Priest”. Target your slot of soldiers.  

Soldiers gain Berserker troop type, and Ravening Werewolf status.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 2204 – Anoint the Glorious Dead 

Be a Priest of Tyr, level 30, with a Longship (i399) in your personal possessions 

(which is lost). Target a prisoner with ID in the range of 1-1000 and the skill of 

Berserker.  

Target character gains a Mark of Glory, the title “Glorious Dead” and is left to drift 

down the river and be buried at sea.  

This adventure may be completed 5 times. 

Adventure 2205 – Eastern Raider 

Be a “Viking Raider”, not a “Southern Raider”, worship Tyr, be in a Fleet east of 

X=30, have 60 Longships (i399) in character possessions which are lost.  

Gain +5 Tactics, title “Eastern Raider” and 50 Great Longships (i391) in character 

possessions.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 2206 – Southern Raider 

Be a “Viking Raider”, not an “Eastern Raider”, worship Tyr, be in a Fleet South of 

Y=45, have 60 Longships (i399) in character possessions which are lost.  

Gain +5 Tactics, title “Southern Raider” and 50 Great Longships (i391) in character 

possessions.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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3. Thor, God of Thunder 
Alignment:   Neutral 

Favoured Race:  Vikings 

Favoured Season: Winter 

Favoured Arcane: None 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, but cannot rite or be rited 

 

The skald recounts the climax of the saga. 

“Thor stands atop Dyrgarrd Peak and raises Mjollnir to the sky, calling roiling black 

thunder clouds to form above him. Torrential rain scours the field of battle. A feral 

scream of fury erupts from Thor’s throat as lightning lances down from the sky, 

pouring itself into Mjollnir. Thor’s battle-cry becomes laced with overtones of pain as 

the power builds to a crescendo. He turns his Berserker-driven baleful glare on The 

Mad God who stands before him. 

“Thor’s granite muscles ripple as he uses his full strength to bring Mjollnir down 

onto the Mad God, and with it the force of the storm’s power. The peak of the 

mountain disintegrates under the force of the blow and the strike of lightning, before 

bursting outwards in volcanic eruption! And two figures, fully afire, are hurled from 

the cataclysm like comets streaking across the sky.  

“Thor was flung far to the southeast, lost out to sea! The Mad God, or at least his 

body was flung to the northeast, landing on and destroying the City of Thermia. That 

place is cursed and none have lived there since. But as one City dies, another was 

born! For Dyrgarrd Keep was built from the ashes of the volcano, in its caldera. And 

so the capital of our people is verily a monument to Thor’s greatest victory.”  

The Priests of Thor are strong of will as 

well as body. Sailing unflinchingly into the 

darkest storms and farthest reaches of the 

Blood Sea, they seek to reach the lightning 

as it strikes the waves, ever searching for 

some sign of Thor. For they are 

preoccupied with searching the seas for 

Thor’s body, and becoming strong enough 

to be worthy of their god when at last they 

find him.  They also hunt down and 

destroy the followers of the Mad God 

wherever they are lurking. And as Thor 

stood alone against the Mad God in final 

battle, so they too seek out single combat, 

as they follow in the footsteps of their god.  

The Worthy of Thor, being more than a little bit anti-authoritarian and individualistic, 

are not led by any sort of High Priest. 
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 Miracles 

Level 1 

1 Shell of Protection Character 

60 Detect Invisibility 

139 Detect Religion 

242 Study Province 

244 Detect Powerpoint 

286 Knowledge of Religion 

294 Convert Character 

452 Duel Vision 

Level 2 

23 Stone to Flesh 

41 Mind Clear 

61 Dispel Illusion: Character 

214 Bless Character 

217 Charm of Movement 

250 Protection Lycanthrope 

257 Create Holy Symbol 

Level 3 

26 Teleport to Force 

251 Wereban 

261 Summon Avatar of Thor 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

297 Greater Blessing 

Level 4 

146 Eye of Judgment 

150 Eye of Searching 

177 Sign of Protection 

296 Resurrect Character 

Level 5 

24 Remove Mark 

40 Erase Blood Enemy 

174 Sign of Change 

182 Sign of Combat 

406 Flame Blast 

503 Thor’s Lightning 

 

 

Spell 503 – Thor’s Lightning (Duel Spell) 

Cost:   20 mana, 1 Gauntlet of Thor (i583) 

Target:  Self  

Effect:  2000 Special Attack 

 

Holy Symbol (Gauntlets of Thor) 
1 MAR, 4 SAR, 3 Holy Recovery, 3 Strength. 

Spells at Strength 10: Summon Earthforce 129, Charm of Strength 166, Thor’s 

Lightning 503. 

Activation: Gain Berserker 10. 

Blessed Characters (Thor Touched) 
4 Holy Recovery, 5 Strength, 1 Dexterity, 3 PC, 1 Influence. 
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Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2301 – Fear the Faithful 

Be a Priest of Thor, level 15 and in Thor’s Temple in Dyrgarrd Keep.  

Gain 5 Strength, 4 PC and 2 Influence.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 10 times. 

Adventure 2302 – Fear the Furious 

Worship Thor, be a Berserker, level 15 in the Hall of Tyr (Knights Guild) in Dyrgarrd 

Keep.  

Gain 5 PC, 5 Berserker and 5 Strength.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 10 times. 

Adventure 2303 – Spoils of Combat 

Be a follower of Thor (not necessarily a priest) with a prisoner of one of the following 

races: Cockatrice, Chimera, Wyvern, Green Dragon, Fire Drake, Manticore, Hydra, 

Jotun, Gargoyle or Minotaur. The remains of the prisoner are dropped into a nearby 

river. 

Gain +2 Strength, +1 Prestige, +1 Influence.   

This adventure may be completed 200 times.  

Adventure 2304 – Master of Fury  

Worship Thor, have Berserker 50.  

Gain +20 Berserker, +5 PC, a Mark of Battle, the title “Master of Fury” and a Rage 

Staff. 

This adventure may be completed 4 times. 

Adventure 2305 – Might over Matter 

Be a Priest of Thor, level 15, with Tactics 8 or more.  

Lose 4 Tactics. Gain +1 Berserker, +4 PC and +2 STR.  

This adventure may be completed 20 times. 

Adventure 2306 – Mighty Ascendant 

Worship Thor, with 50 STR or more.  

Gain +20 STR, and title “Mighty Ascendant”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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4. GARM 
Alignment:   Evil 

Favoured Race:  Saurians 

Favoured Season: Autumn 

Favoured Arcane:  Necromancer 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, can rite, and can be rited 

 

From atop the temple, a great pyramid of ancient stones, the Voice of GARM looks 

down upon the Ravening. Beneath him, the wide steps run red with blood, blood 

which pours down grooves cut for such a purpose and into the vast iron cauldrons 

below. From cells deep within the temple, the slaves are brought forth one by one to 

stand blinking in the bright sunlight, before the Sacrificer slices open their throats 

and tosses them down the steps. With each death, it seems that the sun burns a little 

brighter, the air grows a little thicker with the scent of blood, the Iron Golem comes a 

little closer. One more death, perhaps, and he will come. One more death... 

 

The priests of GARM make much of the Ravening: a sacrificial ceremony which (so 

they believe) will draw the attention of the Iron Golem, a semi-mythical figure who 

last appeared shortly before the breaking of Ur’Rah, and who is said to hold the key to 

the nature of Cloud Castles. So far the ritual slaughter of thousands of slaves has not 

caused the appearance of any Golem, iron or otherwise, but the life energies released 

can always be put to other use.  

The GARM Priesthood has delved deeply into the rituals of the undead as they seek to 

awaken the Golem to new afterlife. They believe that buried deep within the art of the 

Undead lies the secret of the Golem’s return, though infusing him with new lifeblood. 

Indeed, to rise in the hierarchy of the Church one now has to be a Priest-

Necromancer.  

It is rumoured that the GARM bible contains dark rituals, completion of which 

enables one to join the vampire-elite of the Priesthood. And once admitted to this 

select group, be prepared to hunt far and wide for blood of all types to sacrifice to 

GARM. 

The faith is occasionally led by the “Voice of GARM” – the Priest with the greatest 

total of combined base skill levels. Great variations exist in the Ravening abilities of 

the Voice, but may include the ability to Trance Out randomly from any 

imprisonment. The title is worth 4 Prestige, and 3 Influence towards Saurians and 

New Orcs. 
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Miracles 

Level 1 

70 Skeletal Warriors 

258 Bless Soldier 

83 Empathic Self Cure 

294 Convert Character 

461 War Shout 

Level 2 

175 Warlock Armour 

257 Create Holy Symbol 

Level 3 

67 Deathshadows 

82 Remove Undead Status 

133 Dispel Winternight 

215 Curse Others 

274 Create Religious Sanctuary 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

Level 4  

221 Essence of Movement 

130 Summon Winternight 

252 Remove Lycanthrope Status 

296 Resurrect Character 

299 Lay the Dead to Rest 

Level 5 

437 Call of the Dead 

88 Rite of the Vampire 

Level 6 

90 Rite of Power 

Holy Symbol (GARM’s C’law) 
2 DF (Saurians only), 2 SAR, 1 Strength, Con, and PC, 2 Holy Recovery, 2 Free Holy 

Mana, 3 Necromancer. 

Spells at Strength 6: Shadowstorm (65), Skeletal Warriors (70) and Cause Insanity 

(43). 

Blessed Soldiers (Ravenous Vampire) 
4 CF, 2 DF, +15% AF, +25% Charge, 25% bonus Barren Mountains, 50% bonus 

Barren Hills, 25% Moors, -50% Sea, +50% AF in Winternight, +2 move, 5SA, +18 

Morale, INV1, DAM1. Blessed Characters 

1 Holy Recovery, 1 Arcane recovery, 5 Strength, 2 PC, +50% AF Confined. 
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Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2401 – To Rek’Ur’Rah 

Be the “Voice of GARM”.  

Gain a teleportation to Rek’Ur’Rah together with everything in your personal 

possessions (note that it is permitted to be overloaded by this method).  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 2402 – Voice Action 

Be the “Voice of GARM”.  

Gain +1 action, 2 PC and 2 Constitution.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 

Adventure 2403 – GARM Warriors 

Be the “Voice of GARM”, in your force with a target empty slot in a province in the 

range of (2/55) to (19/79).  

Summon a slot of 50 Saurian Ravenous Vampire GARM Warriors, with training level 

10.  

This adventure may be completed 10 times. 

Adventure 2404 – Feeding Frenzy Humans 

Be a GARM Priest level 20, with 250 Human Slaves (i261) in your personal 

possessions.  

Sacrifice the slaves, and gain +2 Priest, +1 Necromancer, 5000 Food, 2 Tears of 

Blood (i1305), 2 Bloodspice (i1302) and 1 Uberegg (i1307).  

This adventure may be completed 50 times. 

Adventure 2405 – Feeding Frenzy Parthians 

Be a GARM Priest level 20, with 250 Parthian Slaves (i269) in your personal 

possessions.  

Sacrifice the slaves, and gain +2 Priest, +1 Necromancer, 5000 Food, 2 Tears of 

Blood (i1305), 2 Bloodspice (i1302) and 1 Uberegg (i1307).  

This adventure may be completed 50 times. 

Adventure 2406 – Shaman 

Be a GARM Priest level 20, Berserker level 20.  

Lose 2 Constitution and go Insane. Gain +2 Priest, Berserker, Strength and Prestige. 

Gain a Shaman’s Sceptre, which is reputed to be useful in finding other artefacts of 

GARM, and the title “Shaman” to go with it.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 18 times. 
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5. N’DM 
Alignment:   Neutral 

Favoured Race:  Saurians 

Favoured Season: Autumn 

Favoured Arcane: Summoner/Druid 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, but cannot rite or be rited 

 

An unusually large Saurian wearing a purple-edged sash, to which a large Kris is 

attached, walks towards the slaver caravan. The chained slaves cower – they have 

heard of what the Saurians do to human captives, and this beast looks like their very 

worst nightmare. As it approaches, a red-haired slave surges to his feet, screams 

defiance, and kicks out at the Saurian’s chest, but a heavily-muscled arm knocks him 

back to the ground. Yet there comes no final killing blow, and instead the Saurian 

turns to address the slaves. “Be at ease, humans,” the Saurian says, “and revel in the 

grace of N’DM”.  

It seems that these slaves are not to die today, after all. 

 

The Defenders of N’DM are firmly (although only philosophically, for the war 

against the Parthians has put the Saurian internecine conflict on hold) opposed to 

GARM, believing as they do that the future of the Saurians lies in alliance with the 

other races. It is rumoured that this is because the N’DM know of a mysterious threat 

that will be too great for the Saurians to face alone. But regardless, the Defenders of 

N’DM favour engagement and mutual support over aggression and warfare. And 

while they do participate in the war against the Parthians, where possible they try to 

avoid drawing the Parthian’s more militant allies the Trolls into the fight.   

Their leader is the “Speaker of N’DM”, the Priest of N’DM (level 15 or higher) or 

Arcanist (level 30 or higher) with the highest combined level of Influence, Arcane and 

Priest. The Speaker of N’DM strives to follow the lead of Ur’Ik the Red, a legendary 

Saurian leader who tried (and failed) to combine the two sides of Saurian spirituality. 

With their arrival on, Yohan the diplomatic skills of the followers of N’DM have 

come to the fore, well-honed by their liaison with the New Orcs. They have labelled 

their sojourn on Yohan as “a homecoming”, and seek to welcome the world into their 

care with open arms. In other words, whilst their GARM-worshipping relations are 

busy ravaging the countryside for blood, N’DM followers are quietly picking up the 

pieces and running everything. 
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Miracles 

Level 1 

91 Gather Food 

95 Gather Lumber 

170 Charm of Beauty 

258 Bless Soldiers 

294 Convert Character 

Level 2 

19 Increase Guild Strength 

21 Transfer Mana 

104 Build Road 

156 Dream 

214 Bless Character 

257 Create Holy Symbol 

Level 3 

26 Teleport to Force 

33 Increase SEI 

82 Remove Undead Status 

160 Charm of Influence 

275 Create Religious Sanctuary 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

288 Cure Black Death 

290 Cure Pox 

Level 4 

48 Charm Standard Character 

49 Charm Monster 

105 Summon Unseen Servants 

247 Dispel Barrier of Nature 

296 Resurrect 

315 Golden T’orc 

Level 5 

248 Essence of Ways 

Level 6 

449 Master Builder 

 

 

Spell 315 – Golden T’orc 

Cost:   15 mana, 1 Silver T’orc (i585) , 1 Gold (i418) 

Target:  The Silver T’orc (i585) 

Effect:   Makes a Golden T’orc 

Holy Symbol (Silver T’orc) 
Useable by all, except for Undead 

Spells at Strength 3: Suspicion (411) and Charm of Influence (160), +1 Influence, 

30% Bless.  

Activate to worship N’DM.  
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Blessed Soldiers (Armoured of N’DM) 
3 INV (soldiers only), 40 DF (soldiers only), -1500% AF/MiAF/CB/Rout Bonus, +20 

Morale, -10SA, -2 SAR, -2 MAR, +100% bonus Defending Walls, -100% bonus 

Attacking Walls, +1500% AF in Sanctuary of N’DM. 

Blessed Characters 
20INV, 2 Holy Recovery, 2 Dexterity, -1 PC,  +6 Influence. 

Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2501 – Make Love Not War 

Be the “Speaker of N’DM”. Target a population segment of at least 5000 Saurian 

population in a location you own.  

The population segment gains 500 craftsmen, 500 farmers, 100 weaponmakers and 

100 armourmakers.  

This adventure may be completed once only. 

Adventure 2502 – All Good Stuff 

Be a Priest of N’DM, level 10.  

Gain two Diplomat’s Elixir.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Special Action 2503 – Favours for My Friends 

Be a Priest of N’DM, level 20, in Lodosa. Have a Freeman prisoner in the character 

range of 1000-1199.  

Release the prisoner, gain title “Friend to the Free”, worth 5 Prestige and 5 Influence 

versus Freeman.  

This special action may be completed once per character, up to 3 times. 

Adventure 2504 – Self-Defence Forces 

Be the “Speaker of N’DM”. Target a slot of troops in a force you own.  

The troops gain the Guard training type and Armoured of N’DM status.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 3 times. 

Adventure 2505 – The Open Palm 

Be a follower of N’DM (not necessarily a Priest).  

Gain +2 to Priest, Arcane and Influence, lose 3 from PC, Tactics, Covert skills. The 

sponsor must have at least 4PC and 3TAC to complete this adventure. 

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times.  
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Adventure 2506 – Seeking Elven Secrets 

Be a follower of N’DM (not necessarily a Priest) in the Elven Court.  

Gain arcane knowledge, if you are an arcanist and have spare spell slots, and other 

secrets.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 2 times. 

Adventure 2507 – Unearthing Ancient Dwarven Legends 

Be a follower of N’DM (not necessarily a Priest) in The Delving.  

Gain arcane knowledge, if you are an arcanist and have spare spell slots, and other 

secrets.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 2 times. 

Adventure 2508 – Opening a Dialogue with the Kingdom 

Be a follower of N’DM (not necessarily a Priest) in Karvat.  

Gain arcane knowledge, if you are an arcanist and have spare spell slots, and other 

secrets. 

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 2 times. 
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6. Ssslith 
Alignment:   Neutral 

Favoured Race:  Parthians 

Favoured Season: Spring 

Favoured Arcane:  Druid 

Members of this religion cannot declare blood enemy or rite, but can be rited 

 

All glory to Ssslith. 

In the time of greatest need, when the war among the gods rent apart the very 

heavens, and the destruction of all seemed nigh, then did Ssslith tear from her own 

womb the horror that is Medusa, and set her blood-born child against the Mad God. 

Unable to endure the gaze of Medusa, the Mad God was transformed to stone, thereby 

allowing the mighty Thor to land his shattering blow, and to scatter the body of the 

Mad God across all Yohan.  

All glory to Ssslith. 

Each religion, it seems, has their own tale to 

tell of the part their god played in the God 

War, and the Priests of Ssslith are no 

exception. Not since those dark days has 

Medusa been summoned, but now is a time 

of grave necessity, and they once again 

contemplate such desperate measures, 

though even Ssslith herself could barely look 

her child in the eye. As the priesthood grows 

in power, the Masters have taken greater 

interest in them, and it is rumoured that 

Arbanne Masters went in search of Medusa, 

only to fall to her deadly gaze! 

 

 

The priests of Ssslith celebrate life and nature, and are skilled at manipulating their 

swamplands. Indeed, they are reputed to have wholly concealed at least one of their 

cities inside a web of enchantment, so that visitors who do not know the true path 

become bogged down in the great marshes that surround it, there to fall prey to the 

local wildlife. 

The “Enlightened of Ssslith” is the nominated Parthian worshipper of Ssslith with the 

highest Priest skill. The title is worth 6 Prestige and 3 Influence towards Parthians. It 

is rumoured that in this time of change, the leader of the religion is duty-bound to 

instigate the evolution of Power within the faith. 
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Miracles 

Level 1 

91 Gather Food 

226 Increase Movement Cost 

232 Increase Lumber Extraction 

294 Convert Character 

295 Heal Character 

Level 2 

19 Increase Guild Strength 

41 Mind Clear 

156 Dream 

227 Decrease Movement Cost 

228 Increase Fertility 

245 Barrier of Nature I 

Level 3 

25 Teleport to Guild 

129 Summon Earthforce 

209 Runepower 

224 Charm Herd 

264 Summon Minor Divinity: 

Medusa 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

 

 

Level 4  

296 Resurrect Character 

316 Incubate EggSss 

490 Hand of Nature 

Level 5 

110 Elemental Summoning 

134 Word of Closing 

318 Summon Cockatrice Soldier 

Level 6 

309 Return to Parthian form 

 

Spell 309 – Return to Parthian Form 

Cost:   25 mana, 1 Bloodspice (i1302) 

Target:  Self 

Effect:   Race change to Parthian 

 

Spell 316 – Incubate EggSss 

Cost:   15 mana, 1 EggSss (i586), 1 Bloodspice (i1302) 

Target:  The EggSss (i586) 

Effect:   Makes a Sssuperr EggSss (i743) 

 

Spell 318 – Summon Cockatrice Soldier 

Cost:   30 mana, 1 Bloodspice (i1302) 

Target:  An owned force in the province of the sponsor 

Effect:  Summons a 1 level 2 Cockatrice Ranger soldier into the first empty 

  slot of the force 
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Holy Symbol (EggSss) 
3 DF (Parthians only), 2 Con, and 2 Influence, 3 Holy Recovery, 2 Free Holy Mana. 

Spells at Strength 6: Shell of Protection Character (1), Bless Character (214) and Cure 

Insanity (44).  

Blessed Soldiers 
4 CF, 3 DF, +50% AF, 100% bonus Swamps, 100% bonus Moors. 

Blessed Characters 
4 Holy Recovery, +4 Strength, 1 Influence. 

 

Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2601 – Earthy Sustenance 

Be a Priest of Ssslith, level 20, with character ID 1-200.  

Increase Iron of the target province by 30 and gain the title “Feeder”, worth 3 Prestige 

and 3 Influence toward Parthians.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 12 times. 

Special Action 2602 – Access to the Earth 

Be a Priest of Ssslith level 10, with 5 Mandrake.  

Sets the Cleared Land of your current province to 5000.  

This special action may be completed 5 times. 

Adventure 2603 – Sacrifice of Trees 

Be a Parthian, Priest of Ssslith level 10, have 50 Yew and 50 Meldorian. Be in a 

swamp province.  

Lose 50 Yew and 50 Meldorian, and gain 4,000 lumber in the character’s possessions 

and the title “Tree Sacrificer”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 2604 – Sacrifice of Tears 

Be a Parthian, Priest of Ssslith level 20 and have 1 Tear of Blood i1305. Be in a 

swamp province.  

Shed the tear, and gain 50 Bloodspice (i1302) in the character’s possessions and the 

title “Sacrificial Tears”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 
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Adventure 2605 – Pilgrimage 

Be a Parthian Priest of Ssslith, in the province where the holy river Gwai springs forth 

from rocks, where you may pray to Ssslith for the miracle of the water cycle.  

Gain +3 Priest, +3 Constitution, and the title “Pilgrim”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times. 

Adventure 2606 – Secret Paths 

Be a Parthian, Priest of Ssslith and learn of the Secret Path.  

Gain the title “Pathfinder”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character. 

Adventure 2607 – Serpent Ships 

Be a Parthian and “Enlightened of Ssslith”, in Ssaleth, with a Green Dragon prisoner 

and 2000 lumber.  

Lose the prisoner, and gain a Dragon Ship (i396) in your personal possessions. The 

lumber is consumed. 

This adventure may be completed 20 times. 

Adventure 2608 – Draw on the Source 

Be a Troll with the title “Pilgrim”. 

Draw on the source and gain a Dowsing Rod (i505) which gives 5 mana toward 

casting of spells 150 Eye of Scrying, 154 Eye of Searching and 505 More Swamp. 

This adventure may be completed 8 times. 

 

Spell 505 – More Swamp 

Cost:   20 mana 

Target:  Province character is in 

Effect:   Makes a Moor province into a Swamp province, +50 Meldorian, +50 

  Yew production 
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7. Arbanne, the Unchained 
Alignment:   Good 

Favoured Race:  Freemen 

Favoured Season: Summer 

Favoured Arcane:  Illusionist/Warlock 

Members of this religion can declare blood enemy, but cannot rite or be rited 

 

Chaos, confusion, conflict, compromise! Light roiling with Darkness into a grey 

miasma. Yet after long millennia comes clarity, separation and separation’s pain. 

Light withdraws from the cloying tendrils of Darkness and pours itself into a new 

form. 

A being of pure Light stands forth. The light comprising her very form almost but not 

quite conceals the incandescence of her human-like beauty. Armour materialises, 

clothing her form in mirrored mithril. She takes on solidity, flesh and blood, as her 

Light, her very essence, pours into a staff of pure burning brightness, held out before 

her. The Light holds back the Darkness that has coalesced opposite her. 

“I AM ARBANNE UNCHAINED, I CHOOSE THE LIGHT,” she roars.  

The Darkness shrinks in on itself, cowed by her forcefulness. “Yes,” it whispers in 

reply. 

“I WILL FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT FOR ALL TO CHOOSE. TO CHOOSE LIGHT 

OR DARK.” 

Again the Darkness whispers its accord. And with that Arbanne is gone, gone to 

Yohan. 

“Free at last,” glowers the Darkness. 

 

The Followers of Arbanne who have been blessed by their goddess literally radiate 

her divine light from within. Their purpose and righteousness is as clear and direct as 

the rays of light that shine from them. They can be your greatest ally or your worst 

foe. They seek to temper themselves in the forge of battle into worthy instruments, 

strong enough to be wielded by their God, who aims to keep the world free and pure.  

When a priest of Arbanne talks, it is as if the God War still rages, and they are their 

god’s foot soldiers. For Arbanne has produced some of the greatest Heroes and 

Generals the world has ever known. Indeed, it was Quar, a Human Priest-Mage 

Champion of Light, who took over the Generalship of the disorganised native Orcs 

and led them to victory at the battle of Orc’s Rift. And it is rumoured that some of 

these figures of Legend formed the Circle of Light, and now walk with the Gods 

themselves…. 

There are no High Priests, for the clergy are all free to do as their conscience 

demands. 
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Miracles 

Level 1 

58 Blur Illusion 

60 Detect Invisibility 

75 Repel Undead I 

258 Bless Soldiers 

294 Convert Character 

295 Heal Character 

Level 2 

17 Fireball 

23 Stone to Flesh 

81 Abolish Undead 

148 Probe Character 

151 Scry Force 

179 Enfeeblement 

214 Bless Character 

217 Charm of Movement 

Level 3 

26 Teleport to Force 

44 Cure Insanity 

77 Repel Undead III 

119 Summon Djinn: Haraba 

120 Summon Djinn: Borabor 

133 Dispel Winternight 

172 Charm of Tactics 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

402 Greater Fireball 

Level 4  

49 Charm Monster 

296 Resurrect Character 

456  Combat Vision 

Level 5 

59 Shade of Light 

84 Rites of Abolishment 

Level 6 

183 Warlock’s Sign 

Level 7   

469 War College 

 

Holy Symbol (Shard of Light) 
2 Strength, 2 Con, 2 Holy Recovery, 3 Free Holy Mana. 

Spells at Strength 4: Charm Monster (49), Bless Character (214) and Charm of 

Strength (166).  

Blessed Soldiers (Glowing) 
4 CF, 1 DF, +25% AF, 50% bonus in Grassland. 
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Blessed Characters: 
5PC, 3TAC, 2 Holy Recovery, 2 Dexterity, 2 Influence. 

Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2701 – Goodness Within 

Worship Arbanne, character ID 1-200, be in the Sanctuary of Arbanne in the Fortress 

of Light.  

Gain a Mark of Good, +2 Influence, +1 PC, +1 TAC, +2 Priest and the title 

“Faithful”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 16 times. 

Special Action 2702 – Free the Slaves! 

Be a Priest of Arbanne level 20, character ID 1-200 and own a population segment of 

at least 2,000 slaves.  

Contact the GM to free the slaves and gain the title “Freedom Saviour”, a Mark of 

Honour and +1 to all skills.  

This special action may be completed once per character, up to 10 times. 

Adventure 2703 – Fight for the Light! 

Be a follower of Arbanne (not necessarily a Priest) with a prisoner of one of the 

following races: Cockatrice, Chimera, Wyvern, Green Dragon, Fire Drake, Manticore, 

Hydra, Jotun, Gargoyle or Minotaur.  

Gain 1 Tear of Light (i687), +1 PC, +1 TAC. The prisoner is consumed.   

This adventure may be completed 100 times.  

Adventure 2704 – Light for Might 

Be a follower of Arbanne (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Light (i687).  

Gain +1 PC, +1 TAC and +1 Influence. The Tears of Light are lost.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2705 – Light for Arcane Insight 

Be a follower of Arbanne (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Light (i687).  

Gain +1 Arcane, +1 Priest and +1 Bard. The Tears of Light are lost.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2706 – Light for Militant Insight 

Be a follower of Arbanne (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Light (i687).  

Gain +1 to all Militant skills. The Tears of Light are lost.  

his adventure may be completed 100 times. 
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Adventure 2707 – Master of Light 

Worship Arbanne, have Illusionist 35, 30 PC and the title of “Faithful”.  

Gain +10 Illusionist, +2 Priest, the title “Master of Light”, Arbanne’s Staff of Light 

(i483) and Armour of Light (i1032).  

This adventure can be done once only. 

Adventure 2708 – Master of Battle 

Worship Arbanne, have Warlock 35, 30 PC and the title “Faithful”.  

Gain +10 Warlock, a Mark of Battle, the title “Master of Battle” and the Staff of 

Battle (i487). 

This adventure may be completed 4 times. 
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8. Keyshan, the Unfettered 
Alignment:   Evil 

Favoured Race:  Native Orcs 

Favoured Season: Winter 

Favoured Arcane:  Illusionist/Seer 

Members of this religion cannot declare blood enemy, but can both rite and be rited 

 

Chaos, confusion, conflict, compromise! Light roiling with Darkness into a grey 

miasma. Yet after long millennia comes clarity, separation and separation’s pain. 

Darkness withdraws from the piercing shafts of Light and pours itself into a new 

form. 

A being of pure Dark stands forth. The Darkness comprising his very form almost but 

not quite hides the repulsiveness of his orc-like ugliness. Armour materialises, 

clothing his form in voided obsidian. He takes on solidity, flesh and blood, as his 

Darkness, his very essence, pours into a staff of pure pooled darkness, held out before 

him. That Darkness pulls in the Light that is trying to shine forth opposite him. 

“I AM KEYSHAN UNFETTERED, I CHOOSE THE DARK,” he roars.  

The Light shrinks in on itself cowed by his forcefulness. “Yes,” it whispers in reply. 

“I WILL FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT FOR ALL TO CHOOSE. TO CHOOSE DARK OR 

LIGHT.” 

Again the Light whispers its accord. And with that Keyshan is gone, gone to Yohan. 

“Free at last,” murmurs the Light. 

 

The Followers of Keyshan, the Masters of Darkness, have 

dwelled ever in the Shadows, whispering in the ears of Kings, or 

removing them entirely from the mortal plane, guiding and 

shaping the fate of the world. It is true that they offer choice, yet 

that choice is often to do as they suggest, or to die. For after all, 

death is itself freedom from the shackles of the earth, a freedom 

the followers of Keyshan frequently offer. The most infamous 

Master of Darkness was surely that greatest  of all, the orc Tong 

who slew the Mad God general Sedh-suran during the Thermic 

War. And indeed, it is believed that he founded Keyshan’s 

Shadows of Darkness to counterbalance Arbanne’s Circle of 

Light.  

There are no High Priests, as the clergy are all free to hide in whatever shadows 

necessity dictates. 
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Miracles 

Level 1 

38 Seed of Greed 

58 Blur of Illusion 

60 Detect Invisibility 

83 Empathic Self Cure 

136 Detect Magic Character 

139 Detect Religion 

143 Read Character 

162 Charm of Battle 

294 Convert Character 

 

Level 2 

61 Dispel Illusion Character 

148 Probe Character 

151 Scry Force 

217 Charm of Movement 

257 Create Holy Symbol 

Level 3 

43 Cause Insanity 

47 Mind Blank 

67 Deathshadows 

117 Summon Efreet: Javnga 

118 Summon Efreet: Malacous 

173 Task of Tactics 

215 Curse Others 

283 Bestow Divine Status 

Level 4 

296 Resurrect Character 

422 Invisibility Self Cloak 

588 Forge Blade of Darkness 

Level 5 

 

27 Symbol of Power 

42 Sphere of Alteration 

68 Shade of Darkness 

Level 6 

159 Eye of the Seer 

424 Invisible Master 

 

 

Holy Symbol (Dagger of Darkness) 
+10% AF, +10% MiAF, 5 DAM, Psn I, +250% AF for Priests of Keyshan, 1 Holy 

Mana.  

Spells at Strength 12: Charm of Stealth (164), and Charm of Dexterity (168). 

Blessed Characters (Shade of Keyshan) 
2 Strength, 3 Dexterity, +6 DF, 1 SAR, +50% AF, 1 INV, +3 PC, -1 Tactics, +2 

Influence. 
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Religious Adventures 

Adventure 2801 – The Evil Within 

Worship Keyshan, character ID 1-200, be in the Keyshan Cathedral in the Fortress of 

Darkness.  

Gain a Mark of Evil, +3 Influence, +1 PC, +2 Priest and the title “Devout”.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 16 times. 

Special Action 2802 – Free the Slaves! 

Be a Priest of Keyshan level 20, character ID 1-200 and own a population segment of 

at least 1,000 slaves.  

Contact the GM to massacre the slaves and gain the title “Freedom Bringer”, a Mark 

of Cruelty and +1 to all skills.  

This special action may be completed once per character, up to 10 times. 

Adventure 2803 – Deadly Darkness 

Be a follower of Keyshan, character ID 1-200, have a prisoner in the range ID 1300-

5000 who does not worship Keyshan.  

Gain 1 Tear of Darkness (i688), +1 PC, +1 Assassin. The prisoner is released of the 

burden of life and their remains are dropped into a nearby river. 

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2804 – It’s Lost in the Shadows 

Be a follower of Keyshan, character ID 1-200, level 10 Thief, possess 1 Tear of Blood 

(i1305) which is lost.  

Gain 1 Tear of Darkness (i688) and 1 Tear of Light (i687), +1 Influence, +1 Thief. 

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2805 – Deliverance of Darkness 

Be a follower of Keyshan (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Darkness (i688).  

Gain +1 PC, +1TAC and +1Influence. The Tears of Darkness are lost.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2806 – Dark Insight 

Be a follower of Keyshan (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Darkness (i688).  

Gain +1 Arcane, +1 Priest and +1 Bard. The Tears of Darkness are lost.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 
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Adventure 2807 – Shades of Insight 

Be a follower of Keyshan (not necessarily a Priest) with 3 Tears of Darkness (i688).  

Gain +1 to all Covert skills. The Tears of Darkness are lost.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2808 – Tenets of Tong 

Worship Keyshan, have Assassin 15, Arcane 30, do not have a Mark of Cruelty and 

be in the Keyshan Cathedral.  

Gain +20 PC and a Mark of Cruelty, lose 1 Action.  

This adventure can be done 8 times, but only during the first production. 

Adventure 2809 – Master of Blood 

Worship Keyshan, have Assassin 35, the title of “Devout”.  

Gain +10 Assassin, +2 Priest, a Mark of Divinity, the title “Master of Blood”, and the 

Poison Staff. Lose the title “Devout”.  

This adventure can be done once only. 

Adventure 2810 – Master of Shadows 

Worship Keyshan, have Stealth 35 and the title of “Devout”.  

Gain a Mark of Cruelty, +10 Stealth, +2 Priest, the title “Master of Shadows”, and the 

Shadow Staff. Lose the title “Devout”.  

This adventure can be done once only. 

Adventure 2811 – Master of Jewels 

Worship Keyshan, have Thief 35 and the title of “Devout”.  

Gain a Mark of Wealth, +10 Thief, +2 Priest, the title “Master of Jewels”, and the 

Missing Staff. Lose the title “Devout”.  

This adventure can be done once only. 

Adventure 2812 – Master of Darkness 

Worship Keyshan, Illusionist 35 and the title of “Devout”.  

Gain +10 Illusionist, +2 Priest, the title “Master of Darkness”, Keyshan’s Staff of 

Darkness (i509) and Armour of Darkness (i1033).  

This adventure can be done once only. 
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9. The Mad God 
Alignment:   Evil 

Favoured Race:  None 

Favoured Season: None at start 

Favoured Arcane: None at start 

Members of the religion can declare blood enemy, can rite, and can be rited 

 

Water drips, as the Priestess meditates. Holding an amulet on which are written a 

hundred possible names of her god, she lets all else fall from her as she seeks to 

concentrate. Yet such concentration comes hard. For the first discipline she learned 

was to still her own mind, and so achieve a startling degree of concentration, but the 

second was that no earthly concentration would ever be enough to keep the mind 

focused while touching on the spirit of the Mad God. 

Water drips, as the Priestess meditates. She is almost there, has almost managed to 

shape a thought, an ambition, a need. She has almost managed to embed desire into 

the remnants of the ravaged divine mind.  

Water drips, as the Priestess mediates. Then she sighs, opens her eyes and looks down 

at her clenched fist. And on opening her fingers she smiles at the crystal in her palm, 

which changes colour as if a multi-coloured flame were held within, the physical 

fragment of a god’s thought. With a few more of them, she considered, she would 

finally have enough, enough perhaps to move the Mad God’s mind. 

The Mad God’s power is grievously depleted, but after 

centuries of preparation, his priests stand poised to 

restore to him some measure of his strength. So whilst 

to begin with the Mad God may not perform any 

miracles to support his priests, it will not always be so. 

The Priesthood of the Mad God does not have a 

leader. Rather, each member of the faction pursues 

individually their ongoing quest to restore their 

diminished deity to power. Meditation may aid in their 

task, but they must also collect and assimilate scraps 

of lost knowledge that have been scattered across the 

world. 
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Miracles 
Initially there are NO miracles on the religion spell list. These can be restored through 

adventures to be discovered in play. 

Religious adventures 

Adventure 2901 – Divine Focus I 

Be a Priest of the Mad God level 15.  

Gain 1 Tear of Blood (i1305).  

This adventure may be completed any number of times. 

Adventure 2902 – Divine Focus II 

Be a Priest of the Mad God level 30.  

Gain 2 Tear of Blood (i1305).  

This adventure may be completed any number of times. 

Adventure 2903 – Insane Glory 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 20 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain a Mark of Glory.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times. 

Adventure 2904 – The Power of Madness 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-200 and 40 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain a Mark of Power.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times. 

Adventure 2905 – Focusing Divinity 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 15 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain a Mark of Divinity.  

This adventure may be completed once per character, up to 99 times. 

Adventure 2906 – Blood Money 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 7 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain 50,000 crowns.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 
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Adventure 2907 – Soldiers of Blood 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 9 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain 100 Level 10 Maddened Fanatics in target empty slot.  

This adventure may be completed 100 times. 

Adventure 2908 – Celestial Churches 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 4 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Target guild gains 1 Strength.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 2909 – Unreasonable Force 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 2 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain 1 PC.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 2910 – Bloody Warfare 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 6 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain 1 Tactics.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 2911 – Silver-Tongue 

Be a Priest of the Mad God 15 with character ID 1-1000 and 8 Tear of Blood (i1305) 

(which are lost).  

Gain 1 Influence.  

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

 

There are many more adventures to be discovered during play… 
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The Mad God’s View of Yohan 
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Places 

Kingdom Eternal 

Balanis – F1001 

The seat of the Kingdom Eternal, and the greatest city in the world. It contains ancient 

guilds, the Crypt of Rognard, and of course the marble-walled Royal Palace. Its 

fortifications are legendary, large enough that an entire army may be housed within. 

As is so often the case, however, dank catacombs lie beneath the city. Few 

adventurers enter these, and even fewer return, but any unknown inhabitants that may 

dwell there seem content to leave the Bondsmen of the city alone, so long as they 

themselves are left in peace... 

Hawfrey Peak – F1002 

The first Baron of Hawfrey built a stout watchtower in the foothills of the Mountains 

of the Moon, over a confluence of rich mineral veins. The mines of Hawfrey Peak are 

the richest in the Kingdom, and the source of its wealth. 

Theyn Castle – F1003 

Standing on the border of vast woodlands, Theyn Castle was built in the early days of 

the Kingdom while the Native Orcs were still being pushed northwards. As the Orcish 

threat diminished, the Orcs were replaced by the peaceable Parthians and the level of 

vigilance has dropped. The forest encroaches almost to the walls, and the ancient 

Orcish nurseries in the area thrive on neglect, scattering otherwise-rare flora 

throughout the province. 

Ghiyt Castle – F1004 

Another of the great northern keeps, Ghiyt Castle has been the site of many clashes 

with Trolls. Juvenile Trolls, in particular, keep sneaking across the Kingdom’s border 

to dance in the courtyard at midnight. For those that are caught the punishment is 

severe; after all, it’s not just the First and Seventh Principles which must be enforced, 

but also – and anyone who has seen a Troll dance would understand – a simple sense 

of aesthetics. But still they come. 

Samos Gates – F1005 

The Samos Gates control the great floating chain across the Aarenis River. It is well 

known that the Merchant Princes traffic up and down the river, spreading greed and 

selfishness wherever they pass. Samos Gates is also the site of many executions – 

particularly the executions of intruding foreigners. The bodies are thrown in the river 

to float downstream. 
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Herafrein – F1006 

The city of the Southern Plains is home to the greatest market of the Kingdom 

Eternal, and caravans travel from here to each of the Kingdom’s other cities.  

Tsagat – F1007 

The militant order of Rognard’s Fist is based in Tsagat, and lends a martial discipline 

to the town which is unusual even in such an ordered country as the Kingdom. On the 

rare occasions when the Kingdom has been threatened with a significant invasion, the 

bulk of the reserves have been mobilised in Tsagat. Strange sightings have recently 

been reported in the nearby hills. 

Magrath – F1008 

The Inquisition is headquartered in Magrath, and the screams of repenting Heretics 

ring out in the night air. Some citizens find the presence of the steely-eyed Inquisitors 

intimidating, but others are proud to live in the most ideologically pure city in the 

Kingdom. After all, if you are innocent then you have nothing to fear… 

Karvat – F1009 

The southernmost fortress of the Kingdom, Karvat has not been threatened in 

generations. Unusual concentrations of magic have attracted many of the finest 

arcanists in the Kingdom, and while they study the nature of magic and the world, the 

Inquisition keeps a close eye on both them and the town of Karvat – arcanists are not 

to be trusted.  

Brahir – F1019 

Not much is said about Brahir in the minutes of the Kingdom, and as a result, many 

say that it has fallen out of favour. Indeed, the Inquisition have been seen in and 

around the City, so that some wonder if the City itself is under an edict of some 

description for an unpublicised indiscretion. Although those who wonder too loudly 

are often not heard from again. 

Salast – F1020 

Fierce are the defenders of the Wall, yet trade with the merchants of Terinath 

somehow continues. For to the knowing eye the shop fronts of Salast are no more than 

that, acting as cover for smugglers. 
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Merchant City-States 

Lodosa – F1010 

Since the fall of fabled Thermia, Lodosa has become the most cosmopolitan city in 

the world. The city garrison is kept busy with such minor incidents as one would 

expect from their wide range of guests, for some visitors, let us remember, would like 

nothing better than to eat certain other visitors. But it is rare to see serious violence. 

Markets cover three main plazas, and the streets are wide enough to allow merchants 

both to bring their wares into the city centre. Arms and armour of the highest quality 

are sold by Dwarven/Elf merchants in the markets here, and many a party bent on 

clearing out lairs and ruins has made this their first port of call. 

Bridgeton – F1011 

The buildings here are slightly shabby, and the population somewhat furtive. For 

many who claim to be merchants are in fact using Bridgeton as a base for their 

smuggling operations into the Kingdom Eternal. Once in a while one of them will 

disappear, before their corpse is found floating down the river a few days later, 

although sometimes the corpse will then get up again and walk away under its own 

steam. And indeed, Aarenis River – the so-called “tears of the dead”, flowing down 

from the Kingdom through the Samos Gates – provides a living to many of the 

poorest Bridgeton residents. These pull the corpses of prisoners executed by the 

Kingdom from the waters, in order to loot their clothes, mud-smeared armour and 

even, on a good day, jewellery, before the necromancers raise them as zombies for the 

defence of the walls. One occasionally sees a Priest of the Mad God betraying his 

faith and selling Tears of Blood at the Saurian market, set up in the town for just that 

purpose. 

Sirena – F1012 

Sirena is best known for its ships, complex assemblies of wood and steel, canvas and 

rope, which are much in demand as they are made by the Vikings. The trading port is 

a peaceful one, lacking the bustle of some of the other cities of the Merchant Princes. 

But although some visitors are deceived by the quiet, in truth the populace is as 

industrious as anywhere else in the world. Certainly Princess Thirana is very happy 

with the stream of crowns that pour from the port into her treasury. 

Alliana – F1013 

On the major north-south highway of Yohan, Alliana sees trading embassies from all 

parts of the land. Trading caravans from Terinath stop here, as do those from Sirena, 

and the Behemoth Caravans head forth from here into the Parthian swamps. It is one 

of the few places in the known world where the fabled Bloodspice (i1302) can be 

purchased, sold by the Parthians. If Lodosa is where merchants from across the world 

go to mingle, Alliana is where the diplomats can be found. Saurians and Parthians, 

Dwarves and Elves, not to mention those with other, more sinister agendas than mere 

trade, all have their own embassies herein. 
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Terinath – F1014 

Located far to the south-east, Terinath has the largest slave markets and population of 

all the Merchant Cities, and slaves from the Kingdom itself can be bought and sold 

here. Many Elves and Dwarves have found their way to Terinath over in the years 

since their own kingdom was overrun, and the gems and valuable metals that are 

mined here are the envy of Yohan. Meanwhile, Spider silk collected from the nearby 

forests is traded across the length and breadth of Yohan, going out in the annual 

spring caravans. Isolation does not come without price, however: the walls here are 

stronger and better-manned than elsewhere because they need to be. For it is not just 

spiders that roam the woods… 

 

Viking Holdings 

Dyrgarrd Keep – F1015 

The only large fortified settlement of the Viking nation, 

Dyrgarrd Keep contains the tombs of the first seven Viking 

thanes. The Keep and Great Hall rest in the centre of the crater 

of an extinct volcano, which is said to be the site of the Mad 

God’s defeat at the hands of Thor. Surrounded by mighty 

walls that run along the crater’s rim, each Viking clan claims a 

portion of the land within. The Keep has its own barracks, 

armouries and monuments, giving an eclectic town-like feel to 

this holding despite its bleak setting. 

 

 

Fiskehavn – F1016 

A bustling merchant town to the north of the Viking lands, this is the point of greatest 

contact between Vikings and outsiders. The Fiskehavn port usually has one or more 

foreign ships resting at anchor, and the crews are permitted to trade within Fiskehavn, 

though not allowed to leave the town and travel freely unless they are sponsored by a 

Theyn. The ruins of Thermia lie to the south-east, and the residents of Fiskehavn are 

particularly superstitious about the bad fortune these are said to bring. 

Finmark – F1017 

Somewhat isolated from the larger Viking settlements, it was once the most peaceful 

of the Viking cities, and has retained a provincial feel. Now finding itself nearest to 

the Saurian nation, the need for troops to guard its walls means that Tyr is held in 

higher regard than the personal heroics of Thor. 
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Slidregarrd – F1018 

High upon a mighty peak, this hearth-hall contains the oldest of the Viking armouries, 

hoarded for use in defence of the land. Not only are there many finely-crafted but 

ordinary arms here, there are also a number of old and mighty swords which can be 

claimed by champions who have distinguished themselves. 

Braeott – F1021 

Most, if not all, of the mead that sustains the Viking settlements is brewed here, 

though they say that the best never leaves, and remains hidden in the deepest cellars. 

Bees are revered here, and to be left as “food for the bees” is a common threat, 

especially for those who steal from the cellars. Bees are free to nest anywhere they 

will, both within and without of the city walls, and youths compete to collect honey 

from the oft-times perilously-perched hives, a challenge best left for the agile and the 

brave, or at least the foolish. Some travellers seek Viking mead to mix with 

Bloodspice, for such a mixture is said to be even more potent. 

 

Fortresses of Light and Darkness 

Arbannat, Fortress of Light – F1040 

The citadel of the servants of Arbanne, named for their Goddess of Light. Here the 

shining Sanctuary rises above legendary city walls of white marble, and here sits the 

council of the Circle of Light, which includes many of the foremost Heroes and 

Generals of Yohan. The exact location of the city is not known to those outside the 

Masters, although some travellers swear to seeing it gleaming like a mirage in the 

mountains to the north-east of the Eternal Kingdom. 

Keyshant, Fortress of Shadow – F1041 

In counterpoint to Arbannat, the legendary walls of Keyshant are of black obsidian, 

and from here the servants of Keyshan ride forth to strike terror into the hearts of 

Men. The Cathedral to Keyshan is a mighty edifice, and yet its leadership is 

sometimes undermined by internal conflict. Like Arbannat, the location of Keyshant  

a close-held secret, but is said to appear at times as ghostly apparition somewhere to 

the south of Terinath and east of Varas Tong. 
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Temples of the Mad God 

Sastinich – F???? 

Stories are told among the peoples of Yohan of dark Sastinich, home of the priesthood 

of the Mad God, and the Temple of the Mind. Many of its residents are priests, and 

most of the rest work to support the temple in some manner, with new recruits 

arriving weekly, attracted by the evangelism of those Children ofthe Mad God who 

travel the wider world sending streams of pilgrims to Sastinich in the far north east. 

Sastinich alternates between periods of tranquillity, meditation and reflection, and 

times of wild celebration and blood sacrifice.  

Neofrome – F???? 

Neofrome is the militant heart of The Children of the Mad God. Here the secret army 

is trained, here the double agents are indoctrinated, here the faithful are armed, and 

here the sacred knowledge is taught. Hidden somewhere southwest of the Kingdom it 

is a centre of industry, recruitment, and research. Recently the lords of Neofrome have 

sought to attract powerful heroes, to breed strong sons to the Mistresses of the Mad 

God. Rich rewards are offered, but nobody knows who, if any, has collected them… 
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The Saurian Nation 

Rek’Ur’Rah – F1023 

The Saurian capital has only just risen from the slums which still surround it, and the 

transition from refugee camp to a secure base for the survivors of the race is far from 

complete. However visitors can already glimpse something of the future grandeur of 

the city: elegant spires overlook the bay, the town buildings are strong and well-

spaced, and the two churches of ND’M and GARM squat like nesting turtles in wide 

heavily-fortified courts, theoretically equal, though this is seen as the centre of the 

work for GARM. And meanwhile, ranks of Undead soldiers more than make up for 

the sparse fortifications. 

Sil’Tran – F1024 

Home to the new nation’s largest spawning grounds, Sil’Tran is the site of the 

“raising” of many adolescents. This short period of extremely rapid growth is a time 

of great confusion for Saurians, as they assimilate racial memories and wrestle with 

other younglings for position. The Fields of Blood are both the nurseries and the 

military academies of the Saurian nation, and daily battles set brother against pod-

brother. The city itself is rudimentary, a place where teachers and breeders have come 

to perform their duties, although it is well protected by the current generation of 

younglings. The only church in Sil’Tran is that of N’DM, and this city is most 

definitely theirs. 

Varas’Quar – F1025 

Many supporters of N’DM have made their home in Varas’Quar, lending the city a 

very un-Saurian academic atmosphere. Philosophers, both Arcanist and Religious, 

debate metaphysics and politics, and try to reinterpret ancient dictates so as to make 

sense of the modern world. 

Varas’Tong – F1026 

The most Orcish of the Saurian cities, Varas’Tong is a sinister place. The buildings 

are lower, less symmetrical, than in their other cities, and there are many underground 

tunnels and dungeons. Many Native Orcs have come to the city, seeking enrolment in 

one of the guilds in order to develop their skillz. The School of the Art is held in 

highest prestige throughout the nation, whilst many natives are also drawn to the code 

of vengeance inherent in the teachings of GARM. Rumours suggest that this guild 

consumes many human slaves in the training of its renowned assassins. Also within 

the city is found the much older Tong Assassins guild, along with its fabled founder. 

People speak of deadly collaboration between the two guilds, and if you want 

someone dispatched, this is definitely the place to arrange it. 
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The Parthian Republic 

Parthuss – F1027 

The capital of the Parthian nation is a sprawling metropolis in the middle of the Great 

Northern Swamp, where many an unwitting traveller has become lost, dragged down 

to their deaths in mire or pool, else strangled by creeping weeds. There are safe paths 

through the swamp, but these are closely-guarded secrets, for this Citadel is the heart 

of the Parthian race. The few travellers that have returned from Parthuss talk of 

monsters manning the walls as soldiers, and wandering the streets as citizens. But 

surely they are mistaken, drugged or deluded by the Parthians? 

Ssinith – F1028 

A great seaside centre of learning, Ssinith contains some of the greatest of Parthian 

buildings, including structures such as the Republic Rooms, built around and within a 

thousand-year-old tree, and climbing over three hundred feet into the sky. Here many 

of the oldest and wisest Parthian Druids live and study, despite recent concerns that 

the city is vulnerable to attack from the sea-faring Saurians. 

Ssaleth – F1029 

The bustling docks of Ssaleth see many races come to trade, although traffic is lower 

than normal at present due to the threat of Saurian raids. The Parthians have extended 

the defences here, but the city remains exposed, let down by the design of the original 

city walls. As a result the citizens are nervous, also suspecting that Saurian agents 

may already be in the city. However, the construction of a Parthian navy (how strange 

is that?) proceeds apace. 

Ssurisst – F1030 

The agricultural and naturalist heartland of the Parthian Republic, Ssurisst is a 

sprawling collection of farms and the buildings required to support them. Effectively 

undefended, Ssurisst serves as the bread-basket of the Republic, producing high yields 

from its extensive and well-irrigated plains. It is also the city with second largest 

population of Trolls. 

Thanass – F1031 

The fastest-growing Parthian city, Thanass has seen a surge of construction as the 

Trolls (and their Parthian “advisers”) work to replace thousands of mud huts with 

more permanent dwellings. Thanass is in fact doubly secure, firstly because it is a 

long way from the sea (and from Saurians), and secondly because a Troll non-

combatant is rare individual indeed. Other races fear that a massive army is forming 

here, and likely with good reason. 
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Other Locations 

The Delving – F1032  

Once a place of wonder, where visitors would stare upwards at carven ceilings far 

above their heads and yet still far below the earth, it is now fallen to darkness, the 

subject of legend and rumour. Some say the Elves and Dwarves dug too greedily and 

too deep, others that the gods were envious at what they had achieved, whilst still 

more assert that they had it coming for their miserly ways. But whatever the cause, 

beware all ye who enter here, for terrors are said to still haunt its depths. If there is 

one thing the Small Folk want more than more riches, it is to restore the Delving!  

The Elven Court – F1051 

After the fall of the Delving, the scattered remnants of the Elves, being more flexible 

in nature than their Dwarven counterparts, were quick to establish a new secure base, 

a safe repository for what scant knowledge and treasure had not been left behind. In 

time, and grudgingly, many (though not all) of their brethren accepted the Delving as 

lost, and joined them here. As is the way with the Elves, their refuge became a city of 

great wonder. But let not the smooth shiny quartz walls bedazzle you with their 

beauty, for when they are slick with blood they become a death-trap. 

The Temple of Terrors – F????  

Stories whispered in the dead of night tell the legend of 

the Temple of Terrors. Located somewhere in the 

swamps of the north, it is said to hold many ancient 

secrets, including some never meant for mortal minds. 

No matter how many monsters the heroes slay in this 

place, there seems to be a never ending supply of fresh 

fiends, and any who enter this ancient holy site should 

expect to gain the attention of creatures that should best 

be left undisturbed… 

 

Thermia – F1034 

Once a great city of the Merchants, some legends claim it as the site where the war 

between the gods  was brought to an end. Later fought over in the brief but deadly the 

Thermic Wars, Thermia is now but a collection of wind-sculpted ruins between the 

western shore of the Blood Sea and the mountains. Some of the ancient walls still 

stand, but Gorgons roam the ruins and the surrounding countryside, turning to stone 

all who come near. Only the Behemoth herds seem impervious to their gaze, and so 

even the local Vikings stay clear of the place. 
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People 

Kingdom Eternal 

C1001 King Tabilard 

How the mighty have fallen. Over the past century the Kingdom’s royal family, 

descendants of Rognard himself, have seemed almost cursed. Children have been 

stillborn, sons killed in hunting accidents, daughters proven barren. King Tabilard was 

a great hope for the regeneration of the house, wise in peace and fierce in war. But in 

his forty-seventh year his son Herathed vanished without a trace, and he himself was 

struck down by a malaise that none have managed to remedy. He has lain bedridden 

for two years, with no natural heirs except his son, who remains missing to this day. 

Sometimes he dribbles, and his mind wanders. All know that he is fading, and that 

barring a miracle, he must surely die soon. 

C???? Prince Herathed 

Missing these last two years, Prince Herathed represented his father’s great hope for 

the family’s revitalisation. A fine young man, Herathed’s early life was marked by 

tournament successes and romantic dalliances, and he was the very spirit of “joie de 

vivre” in the social circles of Balanais, both high and low. Yet such may have been 

his downfall, for it is rumoured that the Prince flouted the tenets of the Kingdom and 

has paid a terrible price beyond its borders, though granted, people who say such 

things soon fall silent or disappear. One thing is certain though: returning him to the 

fold could reap great rewards. 

The Kingdom Royal Council 

C1306 Selim, Royal Chancellor 

As a sixth-generation immigrant from beyond the Great Wall, 

many still attach suspicion to Selim's foreign roots. His mastery 

of diplomacy and administration is supreme, however, and he is 

acknowledged as the genius who has balanced the conflicting 

factions within the Kingdom during his master's sickness, even as 

he is feared as the arch-rival of every other council member.  
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C1302 Professor Jeraid, Provost of Balanis University 

Lord Jaraid's moon has waxed and waned over the four decades that he has led an 

institution which flirts daily with heresy. The concept of scientific enquiry is of 

particular interest to the Inquisition, and yet many in the Kingdom recognise that their 

enemies are developing capabilities that must be countered. Jeraid is “rumoured” to 

be an arcanist, perhaps the greatest in the capital, though the Inquisition choose to turn 

a deaf ear to such talk, for the time being at least. 

C1304 Father Garrtan, Chaplain of the Royal House 

Garrtan is very old. He was already acknowledged as wise when he was King 

Tabilard's childhood tutor, and it is widely thought that his ongoing vigour is 

testament to Rognard’s endorsement of his strict moral code. Very close to the 

Inquisition, Father Garrtan has long endorsed a crusade to purify the lands of the 

Kingdom of all monsters, all foreign agents, all...all except Bondsmen, in fact. 

C1305 Castellan Humphrey 

General Humphrey was a fine field commander until he lost a leg campaigning 

against the Trolls. Now he is well-accustomed to his crutch, which has been blessed to 

double as a mighty hammer against the unfaithful. Commanding the garrison of 

Balanis, he holds more men under arms than any other in the Kingdom. 

C1307 Baron Gerard von Gries 

The only member of the Royal Council who does not hold an explicit role in 

managing the capital or leading Royal institutions, von Gries holds his position from 

uncommon good sense. Trusted by nearly all, and a master of many skills, he yet 

remains an enigma to the royal court. He commands a personal company of troops 

whose loyalty is considered extreme, even in a country known for its loyalty. 

Other Kingdom Personalities 

C1020 General Tallan Fletcher 

Tallan Fletcher is the consummate soldier. He holds no political views, has never 

ventured an opinion that was not related to the execution of his assigned orders, and 

has never failed in a campaign. However, he has also never taken an order from 

anyone other than the King, and he despises the Chancellor for his ongoing efforts to 

“interpret” the King’s commands. 

C1007 Captain Sandred, Commander of the Royal Watch 

The Royal Watch comprise the scouts which survey the lands for many leagues 

around Balanis, and ensure that the Great Wall maintains its potency. Captain Sandred 

is known even outside of the Kingdom for his extraordinary responsiveness to 

incursions. The smugglers of Bridgeton fear this man. 
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C1052 Captain Kono, Commander of the Royal Guard 

The Royal Guard are the bodyguard of the royal family. They already wear black 

armbands of shame for the loss of Prince Herathed, and with King Tabilard on his 

death-bed there is a palpable sense of despair within their ranks. Captain Kono has 

sent out patrols of many of his bravest knights beyond the Great Wall in search of 

their Prince, though strictly speaking this is not allowed, and none dispute his 

unquestioned loyalty. 

C1008 Inquisitor Karston 

Karston has personally liberated hundreds of heretics. His ongoing mission is to 

identify those who have lost their faith, and press them to acknowledge their mistakes 

and beg forgiveness from Rognard before he despatches them. Now in his early 

middle age, he still expects to be able to torture many more who have lapsed before 

he comes to retire from his prestigious post. With his agents spread across the 

Kingdom, he is only sometimes found in the capital. 

C1308 Sheriff Tamain 

The jailer of the Samos Gates, Tamain is known for his skill in catching and 

punishing raiders from downstream. There is good reason as to why the Samos Gates 

are known as the Gates of Death to the smugglers of the Free Cities... 

C1004 Lord Ghiyt 

Lord Ghiyt’s beloved daughter, now the Troll Lady Ghiyt, was stolen away from his 

castle one moonlit midnight by Ugblad the Troll Dancer. That night he swore that he 

would “rescue” her from Ugblad’s foul clutches, and though his many attempts to do 

so throughout the years have always met in failure, and though she herself has never 

shown the slightest interest in being rescued, still he refuses to give up. 
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Merchant Princes 

C1013 Prinz Heimlich 

Famed for his manoeuvres both in the guild halls and on the field of battle, in so far as 

there is a leader of the Merchant Princes, it would probably be Heimlich, whose 

charisma allows him to hold sway over his colleagues. 

C1010 Prinz Dmitri  

To Dmitri falls the task of overseeing the finances of the Merchant Princes, and 

reporting at the annual Trade Off. Although in theory this is a role with little real 

authority, and some might consider him a mere glorified book-keeper, given the 

number of merchants only too willing to offer incentive for him not to look too 

closely at their accounts, and the equal number of people thus indebted to him, in 

truth he wields perhaps more power than any other individual among the Merchants. 

C1012 Princess Thirana 

Not just the ruler of Sirena but also its mistress and muse, the self-styled “Princess” 

Thirana is adored by her people, her face carved on a thousand statues, and depicted 

in countless paintings. Yet few know – and fewer still would dare mention – that she 

is in fact of humble origin, though the fact that a famous nude painting made some 

twenty years ago bears more than a passing resemblance to Thirana has been the 

cause of much speculation over the years.  

C1014 Telran 

Though draped in gems and jewellery, and even his beard woven with precious 

stones, nevertheless few would dare accuse Prince Telran of foppery. As hard as the 

city of Terinath he governs, as a youth he worked in the mines before rising through 

the mercantile ranks, and those who incur his anger can testify to the strength of his 

fists. 

C???? The Prince of Thieves 

Known for his audacity, the Prince of Thieves should by rights have been found 

floating down the River of the Dead years ago. And indeed, many have claimed to 

have captured, stabbed or hung him. But still he endures, more legend than man, as 

courteous as he is cunning, and said to have robbed as many rich women of their 

hearts as husbands of their belongings. 

C1011 Notan the Black  

The owner of Bridgeton is seen by some not so much as a merchant, but as a 

necromancer, smuggler, pirate, or combination of all three. Certainly Notan refuses to 

let Death get in the way of commerce, and “Dead Slaves are still Good Slaves” is one 

of his more widely-known quotes. Trading with Notan can easily leave a bad taste in 

one’s mouth, but few would argue that he is not truly an expert in utilizing all 

resources fully. 
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Vikings 

C1021 Eiric the Grave 

Recently elected as Hoyre-Thane, Eiric’s influence binds the otherwise bickering 

Vikings together in their quest to conquer the Western Shores. Eiric the Grave does 

this as a death-deed to honour his fallen Veric, called the Bear. 

C1015 Ordan Stonefist 

With every major Viking Clan claiming a place in Dyrgarrd Keep, it takes a strong 

hand to maintain authority and control there. Thankfully, Ordan Stonefist’s 

appellation is an appropriate one. A giant of a man even among Vikings, although 

well past his first flush of youth, few would dare to confront him, and fewer still 

would remain standing having done so. 

C1016 Elred Mongersson 

The Thane of Fiskehavn, some say that contact with outsiders has made him soft. But 

in the inns and taverns along the harbour, tales are told of his courage at sea, whilst 

his skill at the helm is legendary. 

C1490 Asvald Vestarson 

Blacksmith and armourer of the clan of Eric the Grave, Asvald is acknowledged as 

the most skilled smith in the land. Black of brow and beard, some claim that he has 

Dwarven blood in his veins, a rumour that he does not trouble to deny. And whether it 

is true or not, still, the weapons he crafts are without equal. 

C1491 Moldus Badblud 

Some say that Magnus was dropped on his head as a baby, others that his sire was a 

demon, or that he was fed on ale instead of his mother’s milk. But whatever the 

reason for the madness in his eyes and the constant thirst in his belly, what is certain 

is that there is no fiercer warrior among the clans, none more eager for battle or beer.  

C1492 Gudmund the Just 

Blood-handed in battle but generous in the hearth-hold, the weregild from various 

errors and indiscretions of his past are now paid in full, and so he justly stands 

unbowed in any company. 

C1018 Helki Meerdottir 

Daughter of the sea, rumour tells of Selki blood in her veins. More at home on the 

water than ever she is on land, she can find deep water paths through the shallow reefs 

that no other dares seek, and she sails safe in the face of even the fiercest storm. 

C1017 Sigurd Starlorn 

It is said that when Sigurd sails, storm clouds follow on his heels, darkening the sky 

and blocking out the stars. Yet whilst lightning may play upon the rigging of his 

ships, the gales that fill his sails always hold him true to his course, causing some to 

mutter that he has had unwise dealings with the old gods. 
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Masters of Light and Darkness 

C1041 Sir Markham 

True, his beard may be peppered with grey; true, his armour is rusting; and true, his 

eyesight it not what it once was, so that sometimes it is windmills rather than 

monsters who feel the brunt of his ill-aimed lance. But even so, there is none more 

steadfast, none more courageous, and if age has taken its toll on his body, still, 

experience has granted him its own gifts by way of compensation. None know the 

true count of his years, but it is rumoured that Sir Markham is old enough to have 

fought in the Thermic Wars. 

C1040 Lord Terrende 

Once a slave of the Saurian nation, Terrende claims to value freedom over all else. 

And whilst it would also be true to say that he seems to want everything else as well, 

it would probably not be wise to mention this in his hearing. 

C1493 Quar 

General Quar to you! There is probably no greater General-Knight in the whole of 

Yohan. Famous for taking control of the chaotic Native Orc forces at Orc’s Rift and 

defeating the Imp invasion, Quar now resides in the city they named after him. He 

lives for warfare on an epic scale, so long as the cause is just, and he is Arbanne’s 

most prominent Master of the Light to be currently living on Yohan. His opinion of 

the Saurians moving into his area is unknown, but he has been heard to label them as 

“worthy adversaries”. 

C1494 Tong 

To call Tong a shadowy figure is no mere literary device, for, it is believed that no 

one still lives who has actually seen his face save Laemera, his erstwhile protégé. 

Tong is lauded as Yohan’s pre-eminent Assassin, and his most public claim to infamy 

is the assassination of Sedh-Suran during the Thermic Wars, but how can one really 

judge such things, when the greatest assassins conceal their acts as accidents? 

Certainly he is the most renowned Native Orc of all time. He founded an Assassin 

Guild in the city that is his namesake, and becoming a member “Of the Tong” is 

believed to be a sure path to excelling in the art of Death, so that all assassins see such 

membership as the highest of achievements. 

C1414 Laemera 

Armed even when naked, Laemera walks shrouded in 

darkness, and is someone you would very much like to 

never meet. For her, personal freedom means the freedom to 

kill, and the personal freedom of others is the freedom to 

die either facing her or whilst trying to flee. If there is 

anyone whom Laemera respects then it is Tong, her former 

mentor. But it is a dangerous form of respect, for she can 

dream of no greater achievement, or proof of his expertise 

as a tutor, than assassinating him. 
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Children ofthe Mad God 

C1403 Irion  

In Troll culture there is little thought or pity for the weak 

and disabled. So that, misshapen of form and ugly even 

by Troll standards, Irion has endured a life of ridicule, 

and this has served to twist his mind even as the strange 

circumstances surrounding his birth twisted his body. 

Yet what he lacks in strength he makes up for in 

cunning, and in unbridled lust for power.  

 

 

 

C1402 Balpar the Simple 

A Parthian alchemist and healer, Balpar has dedicated himself to helping others, and 

easing their hurts. And such is his saintly nature that he has endured a lifetime of 

insults over his name with good humour, from those who think the appellation refers 

to a lack of intelligence, rather than to the specialisation of his craft. 

C1044 Drooling Galdo 

An unfortunate axe blow to the head as a youth explains both his appearance, his 

name, and his invariably-ill temper. Still, those who can look past his appearance, his 

name, and his temper, often come to know him as someone they would really rather 

not know. 

C???? Forien the Lost 

Once known as Forien the Bold, he was last seen heading for the swamps of Partiha 

many years ago. And indeed, most now consider him not only Forien the Lost, but 

Forien the Dead and very probably Rotting In A Fetid Pool, though some few still 

believe him to yet live.  

C1047 Ascar the Dotard 

Whilst all followers of the Mad God are surely touched in some way by their deity’s 

insanity, Ascar would indeed seem a fool among fools. Yet is his maddening slowness 

of action and speech, not to mention his tendency to stare blankly at the ceiling when 

he is being spoken to, serving to conceal his true intellect and intentions? Probably 

not. 
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Saurians 

C1025 Ur’Ik the Red  

Former Speaker of N’DM, Ur’Ik tried long ago to unite the two Saurian factions. And 

although the attempt failed, and he is now in his dotage, with scales peeling and crest 

fallen, still he remains a legend to his people, so that some still look to him for 

leadership. 

C1356 Zug 

Legendary warrior, necromancer and ancient ally of the Saurian people, like Ur’Ik, 

his days of glory are behind him. But there is still strength in his arm, fire in his heart, 

and, some whisper, an army of undead at his command. 

C1024 Tk’gar ‘the Sacrificer’ 

His leering skull mask the last sight on earth for the uncountable victims of his bloody 

knife, Tk’gar works tirelessly for GARM’s return, dedicated his own life to that end 

as wholeheartedly – though not as fatally – as those whose hearts are torn whole from 

their breast at his command.  

C1023 Sk’rder 

Many people dream of flying; few dream of raising entire cities into the air. But 

Sk’rder is one of those who do, and he has made it his life’s ambition to discover the 

lost city of Ur’Rah and to raise it once more, that it might take flight. Ideally with him 

at the wheel. Or tiller. Or whatever it is that flying cities have. 
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Parthians 

C1028 Brathiniss  

A mistress of language, even though Brathiniss is yet young, few would question her 

mastery of what is both art form and magical art alike, as she weaves helical 

symphonies of sibilance, sighing susurrations that, song-like, sow their soothing spell 

on the spirits and souls of those who stop to sit and, ah, listen. 

C1027 Amberlee 

As a youth it is said that Amberlee was beautiful as clear water, her voice like the 

laughter of a mountain stream. But the years she has spent in power have taken their 

toll, polluting her mind, whilst her scales have taken on the hues of the muddied 

waters of the swamp she rules. 

C1030 Msarg 

Contrary to popular prejudice, Parthian skin is not slimy to the touch, but given the 

oily obsequiousness with which Msarg goes about his business, one might imagine 

slime drip from his every unctuous pore. And yet his is the hand that oils many 

wheels, his influence considerable, and without his talents the Parthian nation would 

be in a poorer state by far. 
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Orcs 

C1353 Fric’Lan  

Avid follower of N’DM, Fric’Lan is a New Orc who has been accepted by the native 

populace as a leader, one who can help their cities flourish, finish the forging of the 

Orc Nation, and indeed protect them from their enemies. For Orcish fortunes are 

rising on Saurian wings, and many Orcs expect an attack from the Dwarves and Elves, 

who are clearly jealous. Quar himself gave his blessing to Fric’Lan to defend the city 

of Varas’Quar, and this is doubtless one reason so many feel safe in his hands. 

C1363 Khannakh 

Once upon a time the ability to read, let alone to write, was considered practically 

heretical amongst Orcs. Now, however, they have come to realise that education can 

be as much of a weapon as a sharp pointy stick, and those individuals such as 

Khannakh, who have learned to wield it, are held in high respect. Although, 

admittedly, not in as high respect as those who can wield sharp pointy sticks. 

C1036 Dakshtal 

Dakshtal is one of an increasingly dangerous breed of New Orcs – those who are not 

only large and strong, but also intelligent, for Orcs at least. He is not King, because no 

Orc would ever willingly submit to someone with such a highly suspect title – it is 

known to be used by Dwarves after all. But he is, however, the closest thing to a ruler 

of the various tribes that the Orcs currently possess. 

C1395 Merstl 

“Pelt ‘em with stones and run straight at ‘em.” Commander Merstl’s tactic and battle-

cry both, it has served him well in many campaigns against Dwarves and other 

enemies of the Orc peoples. And whilst some might consider his tactic somewhat 

simplistic, if, as he has often argued, you are in command of a unit of Orcs, simplistic 

is often the way to go. 

C1026 Skrelsh 

New Orcs consider the Native Orcs to be backward, stupid, and little more than 

animals. Which, coming from other Orcs, is quite the insult. However, whilst it is true 

that the Native Orcs are a technologically and hygienically backward people, that is 

not to say that they are not possessed of a great knowledge of plants and animals, 

particularly of how to abuse substances concocted from the former, and torture 

individuals of the latter. And as a Shaman, Skrelsh is well versed in both these things. 
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Trolls 

C1031 Ugblad  

The legendary dancer, though past his prime now, he still regales any and all who 

would listen with the tales of his midnight revels in the courtyard of Ghiyt Castle, 

where once he stole the heart of Lady Ghiyt herself, and took her for his own. A fact 

which does not endear him to his neighbours in the Eternal Kingdom, who still seek to 

recapture the Lady Ghiyt and restore her to her “rightful” duties, and indeed race. 

C1261 Lady Ghiyt 

Long nights of strange rituals and mead stolen from Balpar the Simple served to 

transform Lady Ghiyt into a Troll, so that she might marry Ugblad, the troll who first 

stole her heart away, and has since been her husband of many years. Their union, 

however, has not been wholly blessed, as their son Irion the Twisted was born 

deformed, a result, some say, of the transformation Lady Ghiyt underwent. She is a 

close friend of Amberlee, both women having sacrificed their looks for their loves: 

Lady Ghiyt for her husband, Amberlee for her people. 

C1404 Khligg 

Big, strong, stupid and loyal. What more need be said of Khligg?  

C1035 Nurnoc 

The most trusted (some whisper least incompetent) Troll general, he has been sent out 

as the first hostile move against the Saurians by the Parthian leaders, and was last seen 

heading south with a large force of Troll soldiers, together with a swarm of their most 

feared cockatrice warriors. 

C???? Da Hero 

There has always been Da Hero. Whenever times are tough, whenever the Troll 

people call out for a saviour, he is there to answer their call. His deeds are celebrated 

in song, his exploits told and retold around the fire at night, and every Troll sitting on 

its mother’s knee begs to hear again the stories about him. Some people claim that 

there have been many Da Heros over the centuries, whilst others prefer to believe that 

he is one Troll, granted immortality by the gods for his services to Trollkind. But if 

you have a problem, and if you can find him, maybe you can call on Da Hero.  
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Elves & Dwarves 

C1051 Mayarla 

Queen of Elvenkind in Yohan, Mayarla suffered the taking of her homelands and the 

slow decline of her people without growing bitter, accepting that all things have a 

time of growth and a time of decay, peoples and empires as much as individuals, for 

nothing in this world remains forever unchanging. And only when her first husband, 

Caervan, was taken from her, slain by Orcish arrows, did she give herself over to 

grief. Those tears may now have dried, and her heart now belongs to King Dorin her 

husband. But her anger survives, and she will fight to the bitter end to retain what 

remains of her people and her kingdom, against any and all who threaten it. 

C1424 King Dorin 

Long of beard and wide of girth, even in exile from the Delving, still King Dorin 

maintains a lavish lifestyle to which he is thoroughly accustomed. All Dwarven 

traders and craftsmen must pay him a tithe of their profits, but increasingly some of 

the younger generation are wondering why they should do so, save perhaps out of 

respect for Queen Mayarla, since he offers them neither service nor any great 

protection. 

C1124 Elberien 

Daughter of Dorin and Mayarla, Elberien is graceful as a dancing forge flame, 

beautiful and shining as tempered steel, and she seems to harbour no bitterness for the 

sufferings endured by her people. As such, she is beloved by her people, who see her 

as a symbol of all that is fairest and most precious of the Small Folk, and all that must 

be protected. 

C1423 Hori Hammerhand 

Greatest of the Dwarven smiths, despite his young age Hori Hammerhand is also 

known as something of a rebel, having done the unthinkable and shaved off his beard. 

This is something the Dwarven elders find unforgivable, despite the reasonableness of 

Hori’s explanation that if one is working over fire and forge twelve hours a day, not 

having to worry about singeing your beard is a distinct benefit. 

C1053 Haleron 

Dark of hair and of visage, Haleron dwells in the shadows 

of the night, and takes no joy or comfort from the sun. He 

lives only to kill, to take revenge on those who would seek 

to harm his people, and though he professes no love of 

smithcraft (and that in itself is almost heretical for Elf or 

Dwarf), Haleron also defends the mountains and mines in 

which they work and dwell. 
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C1422 Grundin 

One of many of the younger generation of Dwarves who are growing increasingly 

resentful of the taxes owed to King Dorin, Grundin is the only one so far who has 

openly refused to make such payments. King Dorin has publically condemned 

Grundin, but as yet has taken no real action against him, a fact which, in the eyes of 

many Dwarves, serves to lend further credence to Grundin’s claim that Dorin is a 

powerless old fool. 

 

Independent Personalities 

C1032 The Seeker  

Ever vigilant, never distracted even though maddened with pain, the Seeker screams 

in eternal anguish.  

C1405 Talia 

Born into a noble house of the Kingdom Eternal, at a young age Talia fled from a life 

constrained by walls of stone which trapped her body, and endless duties which 

shackled her spirit. Escaping into the wild, she lived for a time more as animal than 

man. There, giving herself wholly over to nature, she learned its secrets, learned to 

speak with its voice, to harness its power. Now, when she is seen in “civilised” lands, 

it is to warn against destruction and desecration of the land, or, if such warnings are 

not listened to, then to exact revenge, with farmsteads, villages, and even whole towns 

been known to have vanished at her command, swallowed by swamp or forest or 

desert.  
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Powerpoints 
Since the fall of fabled Thermia, there are no religions with powerpoint teleport in 

Yohan. And yet somehow the Masters seem able to travel quickly from place to place 

with none who can track their passing, giving rise to rumours that they have access to 

some more ancient lore.  

The spell itself is level 11 in this module and so cannot be researched, and is no 

longer included in spells 248/256. 

 

Adventures for All 
Adventure 3200 – Train Wardrake 

Have a prisoner of race 337 Firedrake, and 1000 crowns. 

Lost Firedrake and crowns. Gain a War Firedrake (i1337) – useable by Medium races 

only. 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 3201 –Decapitate Gorgon 

Have a prisoner of race 314 Gorgon, and 1000 crowns. 

Lose Gorgon and crowns. Gain a War Pegasus (i443) – useable by Medium races 

only, and a Gorgon’s Head (i1339). 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 3202 – Burst a Behemoth 

Have a War Behemoth (i433) and a Lance (i12). 

Lose War Behemoth and lance. Gain 10 Bloodspice (i1302). 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 

Adventure 3203 – Stone to Flesh 

Be Stoned. 

Lose 1 Con, and wrap yourself in a shroud of 5 Asarum (i427) leaves, which are lost. 

Be un-stoned. 

This adventure may be completed 200 times. 
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Legendary Victory 
 

During the course of play, you may discover means by which some, or all, main 

characters in your faction can gain the title Legendary (t2999). If your character 

possesses this title at the time your faction achieves their normal victory conditions, 

then you have also achieved a Legendary Victory. 
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